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ABSTRACT 

Rehabilitation plays an important role in regaining strength and functionality following 

neurological injuries such as stroke. Robot-assisted therapies can be an effective and 

efficient mode of rehab delivery; however, robots are susceptible to helping too much or 

too little, both of which may impede the motor recovery process. To overcome this 

deficiency, the main objectives of this thesis were: 1) to develop and implement a novel 

adaptive assist-as-needed (aAAN) algorithm to control a haptic robot for patient-specific 

upper-extremity training, and 2) to establish proof-of-concept that the novel controller 

has the potential to improve motor recovery in people with stroke. The real-time aAAN 

controller gathers user performance data (EMG and velocity) and adapts the robot motors 

to either assist or challenge the participant, depending on their training progress over 

time.  In this research, the effectiveness of the training program was quantified in two 

ways. First, the interaction between user and robot for a single (naïve) training session in 

five participants with stroke was studied, and their performance and brain activity 

measures (EEG) were validated against their sensorimotor score (Fugl-Myer score). 

Second, performance and brain activity measures were evaluated in two participants with 

stroke—one high functioning and one low functioning—over repeated sessions 

(2x/week) for one month. The cross-sectional results showed strong second-order 

relationships between Fugl-Myer score and outcome measures. Performance metrics 

(path length and accuracy) were sensitive to change in participants with lower 

sensorimotor score. In comparison, speed and electrophysiological metrics (EMG and 

EEG) were more susceptible to change in participants with higher sensorimotor status. 

The longitudinal case results showed that changes over time, although slight, were 
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consistent with the sensitivity analysis, allowing us to conclude that the training paradigm 

had an observable effect on motor learning processes and could be attributed to the 

aAAN controller’s ability to adapt according to the participant’s progress. 
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1. Introduction 

Upper extremity function is crucial to many activities of daily living. Several 

neurological disorders such as multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy, spinal cord injury, and 

stroke can affect upper extremity strength and motion control. These disorders affect 

millions of people around the world. Stroke, for example, is the major cause of long-term 

adult disability and the second cause of mortality worldwide (1). According to the Public 

Health Agency of Canada and the Heart and Stroke Foundation, almost 741,800 

Canadian adults (51% women) over 20 years old live with the effects of a stroke 

(2012/13) (1,2). Stroke damages the brain, and 80% of people who survive a stroke have 

hemiparesis, which is an impaired motor control on the affected side (2). Most survivors 

of stroke present with limited movement of the contralesional upper extremity.  

Research shows that the upper limb's limited movement is associated with anxiety 

and decreased life quality (3,4). Persons with upper limb limitations have demonstrated 

distressing psychosocial consequences not only because such an impairment affects the 

limb's physical function but also because the hand’s motion is intimately connected with 

psychosocial roles such as caressing and gesturing (5).  

In the context of rehabilitation, physical therapy is of paramount importance for 

the patient’s recovery. Physical therapy is a process that aims to help patients relearn the 

best possible use of their limbs to regain independence. Based on a first assessment to 

evaluate the motor function and spasticity characteristics, the rehabilitation therapist 

decides which treatments are the most suitable for the patient. The interventions may 
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include fitness training, arm re-education, functional electrical stimulation, mental 

practice, stretching, strength training, and task-specific training (6). Patients are usually 

encouraged to stay as mobile as possible and to achieve moderate physical activity levels 

by themselves (3,5,7–9).  

Studies show that therapy intervention appears to be more effective in the early 

acute stage following stroke and spinal cord injury (3,10–12). However, physical therapy 

also plays an integral role in the later chronic stage, such as improving activities of daily 

living (ADL) when patients return to their living environment. According to 

Reinkensmeyer et al. (4), the patient needs to undertake intensive and continuous 

therapeutic exercises for successful rehabilitation since there is a high correlation 

between therapy intensity and functional recovery. The authors concluded that the 

sensorimotor experience (active motion with any sensory feedback) during treatment 

greatly influences recovery from a brain injury. 

Robotic technology has become a powerful tool in rehabilitation. This technology 

permits the therapist to assess the sensorimotor performance haptically, administer 

controlled progressive training, and provide reliable kinematic and kinetic performance 

measurements. Notably, the amount of exercise can be quantified, and the progress of 

motor recovery can be monitored (13–16). Robot-assisted therapy is safe and well-

tolerated, allowing higher dosage and more prolonged exposure to the treatment. These 

components promote neuroplasticity and motor learning during rehabilitation (17–19). 

Most of the advanced work in the robot-assisted therapies field has been done in 

recent decades. Several studies have shown how the strategy of control used in assistant 

robots can significantly and positively impact the rehabilitation process's effectiveness 
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and efficiency (4,13,18,20–24).  However, these studies indicate that most of the 

strategies used in robot-assisted therapies to date are susceptible to a “slacking” behavior 

where the patient lets the robot drive the movements without performing any physical 

effort of their own. Studies also show that this slacking behavior may prevent patients 

from achieving maximal functional improvement (4,21,23,24).  

The term “Slacking Hypothesis,” first used by Emken et al. (25), suggests that a 

robotic device could decrease recovery if it leads to a decrease in motor output, effort, 

energy consumption, and/or attention during training. For example, patients with motor 

impairment due to spinal cord injury who walked in a gait training exoskeleton that was 

controlled with a relatively stiff impedance-based assistive control consumed 60% less 

energy than they would have consumed in a manually-assisted therapy, as shown in 

Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer (21), and consequently had poorer outcomes.  

Thus, robot-assisted therapy's effectiveness and efficiency are highly dependent 

on the control strategy (19–22). The control strategy dictates the human-robot 

interactions. It must be programmed carefully since, depending on how the patient and 

the robot interact, it may also have a negative impact on the patient’s treatment, not 

promoting the learning process in the brain.  

Considering those mentioned above, a method known as “assist-as-needed” 

(AAN) control, where the patient is assisted only when needed to accomplish the task, 

was developed and used in the strategy of control of lower limb exoskeletons and some 

upper limb semi-exoskeletons with fixed bases (13,18,21,22,26–30). These studies were 

promising; however, the algorithms used in these studies still have room for 

improvement. Some different techniques and algorithms can be applied when using the 
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AAN method. For instance, impedance-based control allows the user to attempt a 

movement without any robotic guidance and only provides impedance-based assistance 

after some performance variable reaches a threshold or a counterbalance-based technique 

that, as the name suggests, includes weight counterbalance to the limb. For example, 

Krebs et al. (26) developed a performance-based algorithm triggered via speed, time, and 

surface electromyography (sEMG); however, its effectiveness is yet to be confirmed. 

Also, as reported by Lotze et al. (31), using a fixed threshold may also have a limiting 

effect on the subject's effort to control the robot. In the early stages of treatment, the 

threshold must be set at a low level, so the patient can reach it and can control the device. 

However, as their muscles start to recover, that first setting will no longer be a challenge; 

that is, the system must adapt to the changing needs of the patient.  

Some authors used sEMG in their algorithm as an input to control the robot. The 

advantage of using an sEMG based system is that it can sense the user’s intention of 

movement even when no motion is generated, thus reducing delay compared to other 

(e.g., force, velocity) signals. Some examples of studies that integrated sEMG in their 

algorithm include an EMG-driven robotic exoskeleton training device developed by Ho 

et al. (33) for hand rehabilitation, a patient-cooperative training system designed by 

Krebs et al. (26) for arm rehabilitation, and an EMG-based elbow orthosis developed by 

Vaca Benitez et al. (13). However, these three studies have a static sEMG triggering 

threshold that limits the patient-cooperative training system and may lead to the slacking 

problem again  (26).  

An adaptive sEMG triggering system was presented by Proietti et al. (34) where 

the exoskeleton automatically adapts robot compliance by moving between passive and 
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active-assistive modes depending on patient capacities. This system is promising but 

limited since it was tested in only one healthy subject. Another muscle-based control 

method was developed (35,36) using amplitude characteristics of the sEMG signal. 

However, the problem with the amplitude of the sEMG signal is that people with stroke 

tend to have sEMG signals with motor unit over-activity that sometimes contaminates the 

signal during voluntary contraction of the paretic muscles. Using the amplitude-based 

method to define a threshold might not be very effective in these cases since spike 

background noise is mostly present in post-stroke muscles signal (37). Use of sEMG 

signal characteristics other than amplitude may be an option to improve accuracy in 

identifying muscle activation.  

Furthermore, to the author’s knowledge, there are no studies that compare 

temporal changes in performance parameters and sEMG signal of people with stroke who 

undergo training with an adaptive algorithm similar to the one developed in this thesis. 

Although sEMG represents the motor command's output, strokes are brain 

injuries, and thus the cause of impaired movement (and target of the rehabilitation) is the 

brain. Quantifying brain activity during robotic rehabilitation is a way to examine 

changes at the cortical level. Indeed, several studies have examined the effects of robot-

assisted therapy on brain activity changes related to motor learning and motor 

rehabilitation process (38–41). Saitou et al. (42), for example, examined the effect of 

different rehabilitation tasks on cerebral oxygenation regulation in 44 people with stroke 

using a 2-channel near infrared spectrometry (NIRS) system. The authors concluded that 

the use of facilitation devices and resistive exercises were most effective for cerebral 
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activation observed. Similarly,  Gandolfi et al. (43) used an electroencephalography 

(EEG) system to record signal power changes following robot-assisted bilateral arm 

training in people with chronic stroke. They concluded that the repetitive robotic-assisted 

bilateral arm training program might reduce spasticity, sustain the improvement of upper 

limb motor function, and induce changes in the sensorimotor network.  

Importantly, none of the above studies measured changes in cortical activity using 

non-slacking AAN algorithms in robotic training. Also, there are no studies published 

that integrate EEG and NIRS during upper-extremity robotic training to this author's 

knowledge. These brain mapping technologies are currently used as basic research tools 

to understand brain plasticity mediating motor recovery occurring spontaneously and 

have also been used to understand brain plasticity underlying motor recovery promoted 

by rehabilitation (44-46). Using both techniques has an advantage since they complement 

each other by providing information about neural activity's spatial and temporal 

characteristics. For instance, the EEG system provides information regarding brain 

neurons' electrical potentials with high temporal resolution (46). On the other hand, NIRS 

measures the changes in oxygenation and blood volume with high spatial resolution. 

Functional neuroimaging studies have suggested that the functional gains achieved in 

people with stroke by task-oriented training are associated with increased activity in 

ipsilesional primary sensorimotor cortex and redistribution of activity in several areas of 

the sensorimotor network; therefore, using both EEG and NIRS measurements, we can 

acquire relevant information reflecting different aspects of the neural activity (44).   
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Gap Statement and Innovation 

A novel strategy of control that integrates an AAN method with an automatically 

adaptable sEMG threshold or grading method using the signal's entropy characteristic can 

better fit the patient’s adaptive needs. The first contribution of this thesis is the 

synchronization of physiological devices, neuroimaging and neurological devices into a 

single application for therapeutic rehabilitation. The controller is composed by EMG and 

haptic device adapting the user’s needs while the NIRS/EEG composed the feedback of 

the system, used to understand the effectiveness of the system in a short and prolong 

treatment. The system described in this thesis synchronized an EMG wireless system, a 

haptic device, a NIRS and EEG system: the EMG and haptic device worked together in a 

control system to adapt to the user’s training needs (assisting when needed and 

challenging when performance improves), and the NIRS/EEG system was used to 

understand the effectiveness of the system for promoting brain activity during treatment. 

Such a system would be expected to facilitate and accelerate their recovery since it will 

encourage the effort to increase energy consumption and demand the full attention of the 

patient during the entire therapy. The second contribution is the understanding of the 

interaction between robot and the person who is relearning how to use their impaired arm 

and how to improve this interaction. The third contribution is to understand the impact of 

this system in the person’s rehabilitation process. 

This thesis aims to address the lack of research evidence of both the peripheral 

and central effects of this new adaptive algorithm applied to robot-assisted rehabilitation 

in a chronic stroke population. The proposed scientific innovation and contribution to the 
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state-of-the-art in the field is the design and testing of an automated patient-cooperative 

system for promoting neuroplastic changes in cortical function by adapting the robot to 

provide assistance and resistance only as needed, based on the subject’s muscles activity 

and performance parameters. To the author’s knowledge, there are no published studies 

that have examined if a relationship exists between the change in performance and 

changes in brain activity patterns during an upper-extremity training therapy that uses 

adaptive AAN (aAAN) control. A more effective robotic-assisted therapy that improves 

rehabilitation outcome is the desired endpoint. 

Main Objectives: 

Objective #1 was to review current robot systems that employ AAN 

algorithms for upper extremity training. This work identified the positive and negative 

aspects of existing systems that use AAN algorithms. It established the requirements to 

develop a novel improved adaptive AAN (aAAN) algorithm that overcomes the 

drawbacks of the robot-assisted rehabilitation field.  

 

Objective #2 was to develop and validate a novel adaptive AAN algorithm for 

upper extremity training in people with stroke. This was accomplished by recruiting 

participants with chronic hemiparesis from stroke to participate in upper-extremity 

robotic training sessions for two conditions: with no assistance and using the novel 

aAAN algorithm. Changes in performance metrics, muscle, and brain activity between 

the baseline and training sessions were examined for each subject. Relationships of these 

responses to participants’ sensorimotor status using the upper-extremity Fugl-Myer 
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Assessment (FMA-UE) clinical assessment were explored to quantify the robot training 

system's sensitivity.  

 

Research Questions 

1. Does overall mean sEMG entropy amplitude increase with the aAAN 

algorithm? 

2. Does overall mean EEG power density increase with the aAAN algorithm? 

3. Are performance metrics assessed sensitive to sensorimotor status as measured 

by FMA-UE score? 

4. Is mean sEMG entropy amplitude sensitive to sensorimotor status via the FMA-

UE score? 

5. Is mean EEG power density sensitive to sensorimotor status via the FMA-UE 

score?  

 

Objective #3 was to assess the longitudinal effects of the novel aAAN 

algorithm in a one-month robot-assisted training program. This was accomplished by 

having two participants—one higher-functioning and one lower functioning—complete a 

one-month training program with the robot system. Performance metrics, muscle sEMG 

signal, mean EEG activity over the sensorimotor areas, and overall changes in cerebral 

oxygenated hemoglobin (O2Hb) using NIRS were examined at three-time points during 

the one month of training (first session, middle session, and last session). Using a case 

study approach, changes over time in performance parameters and muscle and brain 
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activity were examined to determine if the sensitivity analysis in Objective #2 predicts 

how low and high functioning subjects with stroke respond to the aAAN training and 

whether there is evidence of cerebral involvement that could promote neuroplasticity. 

Research Questions 

1. Do the performance parameters improve over time and when training with 

the aAAN algorithm? 

2. Does the overall sEMG entropy amplitude of UE muscles increase over 

time when training with the AAN algorithm? 

3. Does the overall EEG power density increase over time when training 

with the aAAN algorithm? 

4. Does the overall O2Hb increase over time when training with the aAAN 

algorithm? 

 

This thesis will use a journal manuscript format to present the work accomplished for 

each of these three objectives in chapters 3, 4, and 5. First, however, a detailed landscape 

of the field is presented in chapter 2.  
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2. Literature Review 

Different aspects must be considered when developing a treatment using robotic 

technology for neurologically impaired adults. Hence, an extensive literature review was 

undertaken to understand and analyze clinical perspectives, motor learning, rehabilitation, 

and robot-assisted therapies. 

Clinical perspective 

A variety of disorders and diseases can lead to muscle weakness and upper-

extremity (UE) impairment requiring rehabilitation. Multiple sclerosis, spinal cord injury, 

stroke, and cerebral palsy are examples of neurological disorders that might require long 

motor rehabilitation periods. Although recovery patterns and outcomes are different for 

each disorder and each individual, people with stroke, for instance, present a highly 

predictable prognostic regarding the outcome expected on the upper, lower limb and 

basic activities of daily living.  

Intervention rehabilitation such as movement therapy plays a relevant role in the 

recovery process (3,6,45–49). The rehabilitation intervention is prescribed by a clinician 

based on characteristics such as motor function and spasticity. Some assessment tools 

that can be used to assess the stage of the patient are the Fugl-Meyer assessment of upper 

extremity scale (FMA_UE) (Appendix I), which is designed to assess reflex activity, 

movement control, range of movement (ROM), and muscle strength; the Modified 

Ashworth Scale (MAS) (Appendix II), which focuses on spasticity, and the Chedoke-

McMaster (Appendix III) scale which measures the level of impairment (3,6,46,47). 
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Based on these scales, patients' goals and preferences, the clinician will start the 

rehabilitation process to reduce increased muscle tone and start voluntary motor activities 

(46). Most importantly, people with stroke are expected to keep their impaired limb as 

active as possible. Studies have shown that repeated motor practice and motor activity is 

highly beneficial for motor recovery in people with stroke (45–49). This has motivated 

the use of robots in the rehabilitation field since they can assist the patient by providing 

intensive and repetitive movement (50–53).  

Robot-assisted therapy might have some effect in providing somatosensory 

stimulation to the patient’s brain in the initial phase of treatment by passively moving the 

paralyzed limb in a manner that cannot be achieved by self-generated effort (43,54,55). 

These effects are usually measured using techniques such as functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), near-infrared 

spectroscopy (NIRS), EEG, and others (55). However, the previously mentioned have 

shown that the use of robotic-assisted movement therapy for purely passive motions may 

be of limited use for stimulating neuroplasticity (22,55).  Several studies have suggested 

that for the people with stroke to benefit from robotic-assisted movement therapy, the 

individual should be capable of generating voluntary motor activity of a magnitude that 

can elicit independent movement. The affected limb should be minimally affected by 

muscle contracture (resistance to passive motion) or hypertonicity (spasticity) of the 

elbow, wrist, fingers, and thumb (56–60). This way, the interaction between user and 

robot can be minimized, encouraging the subjects’ physical effort, which will lead to a 

faster functional improvement (4,21,23,24). 
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Motor learning 

Motor learning can be defined as a set of “internal” processes associated with 

practice or experience, which leads to permanent reorganizational changes in the motor 

cortex, as stated by Schmidt et al. (61). In other words, voluntary movements change the 

“internal” model, which leads to performance improvement. This internal model 

described by Karniel et al. (62) can be classified as forward and inverse models. The 

forward model predicts the movement based on motor commands, and the inverse model 

computes the motor command to achieve the desired movement.  

It is also known that when performing a well-defined task, the brain does not 

learn only that specific movement. It constructs generalized motor programs that relate 

the control parameter to the movement itself. The control parameters are defined by the 

movement's characteristics, such as its duration, what muscles contributed to that 

movement, the level of force, and others. Experiencing different challenges during 

training is also essential for the brain to evaluate and create functional relationships 

between the parameter and the outcomes (63).  

Studies have shown that this functional relationship between the parameter and 

the desired outcomes is learned more quickly when the tasks during training present 

several different situations that lead the person to experience errors in the process, thus, 

accumulating broader information (55,64,65). Moreover, the brain has a mechanism that 

adapts to external perturbations based on experience or a new set of expectations like a 

predictive model. This demonstrates that an “internal model” is continuously updating 

based on collected situations and experienced errors.    
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Memorization, retention, and external perturbing force, such as force field, may 

also affect the learning process. For instance, a feedforward control can be achieved by 

memorizing and replaying the time sequence and muscle force required for a movement. 

A study done by Scheidt et al. (66) also demonstrated that a rehabilitation treatment using 

a robotic force-field paradigm, where the robot provides the resistance in all directions, 

the learning process can be retained over time and that this retention could still be 

observed even after five months. 

Motor learning during rehabilitation 

For people with stroke, the motor learning process during recovery is similar to 

what has been explained in the previous topic. The difference is that the subject needs 

intensive training to regain motor function (31). The recovery from a brain injury starts 

soon after the injury happens and is called “spontaneous biological recovery.” The 

spontaneous biological recovery can involve a brain reorganization in areas near and far 

from the lesion. This recovery, however, tapers off over months (67).  

Sensorimotor activities presumably affect this spontaneous recovery (47,68). The 

feedback present in sensorimotor activities can be related to errors, rewards, or simply 

internal feedback related to the movement's success or failure. It is also known that 

feedback is crucial in the process of learning a motor task since it modulates learning and 

rehabilitation efficiency. Providing feedback to the patient enables them to gain control 

of the physical process and increases the subject's engagement in the rehabilitation 

process (69).  
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Evidence also shows that increasing the intensity of post-stroke therapy can 

enhance motor recovery (31). A typical motor rehabilitation program involves an eclectic 

mix of approaches, including neurofacilitation techniques, task-specific training, and 

task-oriented training (48). The neurofacilitation technique consists of the use of devices 

that can describe the intended movement of the individual based on physiological 

parameters such as muscle activity or cerebral activity. Task-specific training involves 

practicing functional tasks, while task-oriented training involves practicing real-life tasks. 

A person with stroke might not be able to complete the entire movement 

themselves, in which case the robot must assist them, and this may also affect how fast 

they improve in performance. Passively moving the limb in a manner that self-generated 

effort cannot be achieved can provide novel somatosensory stimulation, which helps 

induce plasticity in the brain (21,70,71). Conversely, guiding the movement reduces the 

motor system's effort to learn the sequence of muscle activations necessary to perform a 

movement successfully. The decrease of physical effort, motor output, and energy 

consumption might lead to a reduction of attention and engagement during training 

leading to a reduction of motor learning.  

Although there is evidence that motor rehabilitation can enhance motor recovery 

in subjects with motor deficits, the brain function and reorganization related to motor 

rehabilitation efficacy have not been well understood (72). For this reason, several studies 

were conducted to evaluate the effects of motor therapy on motor and brain function 

(44,61,71,73–76). For instance, functional neuroimaging studies suggested that the 

functional gains produced by task-oriented training are associated with increased activity 
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in the ipsilesional primary sensorimotor cortex and redistribution of activity in several 

areas of the sensorimotor network (76).  

All this information suggests the importance of developing an adaptive voluntary 

drive system for an effective motor learning process and the importance to understand 

better the brain function and reorganization related to motor rehabilitation efficacy. 

Robot-assisted therapies 

To date, the benefits of using UE robotic systems for medical applications in 

rehabilitation are well known (13,77–80). Some advantages of using these devices in 

rehabilitation include good stabilization and guidance of the limb, intensive robotic, 

repetitive movement training, and constant quantitative analysis of the patient progress 

(4). 

Most of the upper limb robots are used in research centers to rehabilitate patients 

with UE impairments. They are used to manipulate a paretic arm in a similar but more 

precise way during a physical therapy exercise and also can give feedback of some 

measurements such as speed, direction, and strength of residual voluntary activity 

(15,16,81).  

UE robots are based on electronics sensors and mechatronic devices to improve 

therapies for upper limb impairment recovery (82,83). These systems usually have two or 

three degrees of freedom and can be portable or fixed.  They also vary regarding their 

control sources and their strategy of control algorithms. They are safe and well-tolerated.  

An example of a widely used robot in modern therapy is the InMotion Arm Robot 

(formerly MIT Manus). This is an end-effector-based system that simulates the standard 
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manual therapy but with continuous measurement of position and force applied to the 

patient's arm with visual feedback (13,26,84). Another example of a robot rehabilitation 

device that has been used by a variety of authors is the haptic robot arm PHANTOM 

(SensAble Technologies)(82,85–87). The PHANTOM provides level control and 

supports the visualization of 3D objects. This is a high-precision instrument, with high 

forces, high fidelity, and low friction.  

Exoskeleton robots have also been used as a rehabilitation tool to assess the 

progress of people with stroke. For instance, Hawe et al. (88) used the KINARM 

(Kinarm, Kingston, Ontario, Canada) to determine sex differences and recovery of motor 

and sensory impairments post-stroke. The assessments happened at 1, 6, 12, and 26 

weeks. This study suggested that sex difference does not exist at the impairment level in 

people with stroke. 

The ARMin is an exoskeleton developed specifically for arm therapy in people 

with stroke. It provides task-oriented repetitive movements, passive mobilization, and 

game therapy to improve the movement performance of people with stroke. A study 

developed by Nef et al. (89) with 11 subjects with stroke showed that using the ARMin 

device during rehabilitation can help improve movement performance.  

The iHandRehab proposed by Jiting Li et al. (91) and the commercially available 

Hand Mentor (Kinetic Muscles Inc. (USA)) are some examples of portable robots. The 

iHandRehab has 4 degrees of freedom (DOF) for each finger and has an active and 

passive mode. The passive mode operates similarly to WaveFlex, providing continuous 

passive flexion and extension of the fingers. The active mode has a force control scheme 

that exerts a resistive force on the user’s fingers. Likewise, the Hand Mentor has one 
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DOF to provide a controlled resistive force to the hand and wrist and uses games to guide 

the patient through the rehabilitation exercises. Both devices use virtual environments to 

guide patients through rehabilitation exercises. 

Control sources 

The interaction between the user and the robot is usually made through commands 

controlled by the user that is transferred to the robot to trigger the actuators and generate 

motion. The control system can have simple inputs with explicit commands from the user 

or therapist, such as pressing a button and voice command, or can use more complex 

systems with integrated sensors that can measure the user’s intention of movement to 

trigger the actuator accordingly.  

 

Simple button input source 

The WaveFlex (Otto Bock, Germany) and the PowerGrip from Broaden Horizons, 

Inc., for instance, are examples of control systems with a simple source of input. They 

use a remote control to flex and extend fingers and a dual pushbutton switch to trigger a 

linear actuator to open and close the fingers to grasp and manipulate objects, respectively. 

These devices are limited to unilateral movement assistance since one of the hands will 

be used to control the switch/button, which makes these devices impractical for assisting 

during ADLs (92).  
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Electromyography input source 

The force exerted by the arm's position, joint angles, or muscle activity (sEMG) 

are some of the input variables that can be complex and can indicate an individual’s 

intention of movement. Most of the time, one or more sensors are integrated to provide 

more accurate sensing of the user’s intended motion (93). 

Systems that use sEMG have a considerable advantage over other input control 

signal sources in robot rehabilitation applications since it can reflect users' motor 

intention and provide little delay when used in human interfaces (36,94–100). Four types 

of electrodes can be used to collect the sEMG signal: surface electrodes, needle 

electrodes, wire, and high-density electrodes (101). sEMG images spatially composed 

from high-density sEMG have been widely used in a computational context such as 

gesture recognition. Some authors have recently proposed implementing these types of 

sensors in active prostheses and exoskeletons (102,103). However, simple bipolar surface 

electrodes are most common in robotic control systems since they are non-invasive and 

practical and still give reasonable information about the muscle function (104).  

An example of a robot-assisted system controlled by the user’s sEMG signal is 

the EMG-driven exoskeleton hand robotic training device developed by Ho et al. (32) for 

stroke rehabilitation. This robotic system has 1 degree of freedom (DOF) for each finger 

and four modes of operation: 1) continuous passive motion (CPM), 2) EMG-triggered 

motion, 3) continuous EMG-driven motion, and 4) free-running. The first mode provides 

only constant passive flexion and extension of the finger. For the second and third modes, 

the task is predetermined, for example, opening the hand. The difference between them is 

that the users have to contract the muscle for the second mode until they achieve a 
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threshold of 20% of their maximum voluntary contraction (MVC), and the robotic system 

will complete the full range of the hand function task. In the third mode, the users have to 

maintain the contraction to achieve the hand function task's full range. In the free-running 

mode, the task is not predetermined, but a comparison between a muscle and its 

antagonist signal is made to determine if the robotic system will open or close the hand. 

In the last mode, the user has total control over the exoskeleton, which makes it useful 

during an ADL practice task. The strategy of having different modes is very useful for 

subjects in different recovery stages.  

 

Strategy of control  

One of the rehabilitation process's main goals is to promote motor plasticity and, 

therefore, improve motor recovery. In this context, the strategy used to control the robot-

assisted therapy is of paramount importance since some control strategies can be more 

effective than others, and some of them can actually have a negative impact on the 

patient’s treatment by not promoting the learning process in the brain (4,19,22,23,105, 

107). As aforementioned, a robot that only guides the user’s movement, for instance, 

where no effort is required, may decrease motor learning when practicing some task. To 

avoid this scenario, several categories of strategies or algorithms that encourage effort 

and improve motor recoveries, such as challenge-based, haptic simulation, and assistive 

control, have been proposed (13,21,82,99,106, 108).  
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Challenge-based algorithms 

The robot-applied “force field” method uses appropriate forces to perturb the 

subject’s trajectory movement. It has shown to be effective for promoting motor recovery 

depending on the level of impairment (13,78). Most studies use planar, velocity-

dependent, or viscous force field as the perturbing field (23).  

Furthermore, resistance exercises, which is one of the strategies used in robotic-

assisted therapy, have been used for decades. A reasonable amount of evidence exists, 

showing that requiring higher effort from the impaired limb can indeed help people with 

stroke improve motor function (3,21,24,83). Examples of devices that use this type of 

control strategy are the iHandRehab exoskeleton proposed by Jiting Li et al. (90) and the 

commercially available Hand Mentor (Kinetic Muscles Inc. (USA)). The downside of 

using only this exercise is that it does not promote motor learning since the patient does 

not perform any natural movement of daily living activities. 

 

Haptic simulation algorithms 

Virtual reality simulations with haptic interfaces are commonly used to control 

robotic therapy devices (58,108–112). Some advantages of using virtual reality are that 

ADLs, such as walking, dressing, feeding, can be simulated in a wide range of real-life 

situations. The haptic interface makes this interaction more real by giving the user 

sensation feedback. For example, Fontana et al. (108) developed a Haptic Hand 

Exoskeleton for precision grasp simulation that interacts with virtual reality and can also 

be used for teleoperation applications through a master-slave configuration. When using 
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the teleoperational system, limb support and guidance are also provided, which are also 

the main characteristics of another type of control strategy, categorized as assistance. 

 

Assistive control algorithm 

The assistance control strategy is the strategy most frequently implemented in 

robot-assisted therapy. In this case, external physical assistance is used to aid individuals 

in accomplishing intended movements (21,77,82). The guidance of the limb can be done 

based on position, force, or muscle activation information.  

In a position-based assistance system, each component's target position is usually 

pre-determined, and the assistance is provided only to ensure that users reach the 

intended position. Although this strategy is sufficient to train the impaired upper limb to 

regain its mobility and strength, this type of control strategy is limited in terms of 

flexibility and adaptability. It does not allow the user to achieve the target from 

alternative trajectories that might be more natural. Thus, this approach eliminates the 

inter-individual variability, which is an intrinsic property of muscular control. 

 

Slacking behavior 

All these methods are susceptible to a ‘slacking’ behavior where the subjects let 

the robot drive the movements without performing any physical effort. The term 

“Slacking Hypothesis” was first used by Emken et al. (4). It suggests that a robotic device 

could decrease recovery if it leads to decreased motor output, effort, energy consumption, 

and/or attention during training. Considering this, a method called assist-as-needed 
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(AAN) was developed. This method was developed to assist the user only when needed, 

minimizing the subject passively following a rehabilitation robot. A variety of techniques 

and algorithms can be applied to this method (27,28,112,113). Some examples are the 

impedance-based technique that allows the user to attempt a movement without any 

robotic guidance and only provide impendence-based assistance after some performance 

variable reaches a threshold. Pehlivan et al.(27), for example, developed a minimal assist-

as-needed adaptive controller that modulated error bounds and a robot’s intervention 

based on a measure of force through nonlinear disturbance observer and concluded that 

an adaptive algorithm maintains a subject’s engagement throughout the robotic 

rehabilitation sessions. Some other authors also use force, sEMG signal, velocity, or the 

combination of these as a threshold (53,99,104,114,115).  

The advantages of using an sEMG based system is that it can sense the user’s 

intention of movement even when no movement is generated. The “Performance-based 

progressive robot-assisted therapy” control strategy developed by Krebs et al. (116) for 

the semi-exoskeleton with fixed base MIT-MANUS and the EMG-based orthosis system 

designed by  Benitez et al. (13) for elbow neuromotor rehabilitation are some examples 

of the implementation of the AAN method and presented promising results. Research 

performed by Hogan and Krebs et al. (117), for instance, compared the performance-

based progressive assistance method of the fixed base MIT-MANAUS to historical data 

from non-progressive assistance and observed dramatic improvement with the 

progressive assistance method. Moreover, EMG-based elbow orthosis developed by Vaca 

Benitez et al.(13) was tested in a clinical environment with one subject. To assess the 

AAN method's functionality, a “level of assistance” task was performed where the 
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subject had to lift weights in the range of [1-4] kg in 1 kg steps. The results of the study 

were very promising in terms of the accuracy of the automatic adjustment of the 

assistance control system regulated by myoelectric signals and sensor data from the 

device itself, which leads in the direction of an autonomous AAN home rehabilitation 

system. 

However, all these studies have a static triggering threshold limiting the patient-

cooperative training system and may lead to the slacking problem again. The sEMG 

threshold is usually defined based on a simple amplitude-based method where the muscle 

is considered active if the processed sEMG exceeds the baseline activity by more than 

three standard deviations for at least 30ms (26). The first problem with this method is that 

people with stroke tend to have sEMG signals with motor unit over-activity that 

sometimes presents as a background of the signal of the paretic muscles' voluntary 

contraction. Using the amplitude-based method to define a threshold might not be very 

effective in these cases, considering that people with stroke present a lot of background 

spikes noise that this method cannot differentiate from muscle activity (37). In addition, 

when using this static threshold, as soon as the subject has recovered a minimal amount 

of motor capacity, the robot needs to allow for shared control of the movements (26,106). 

Hence, there is still a lot of room for improvement in this field regarding this matter.  

Effects of robot-assisted therapy 

Several studies have been conducted to examine the effects of robot-assisted 

therapy on brain activity changes related to motor learning and the motor rehabilitation 

process (38–41).  
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For instance, Saitou et al. (42) examined the effect of different rehabilitation tasks 

on cerebral oxygenation regulation in 44 subjects with stroke using a 2-channel NIRS. 

The NIRS is an optical oximetry approach that locally probes cortical activity based on 

neurovascular coupling. It assesses the oxygenation status and hemodynamics of the 

brain, which is related to the neurological activity. A total of thirteen rehabilitation 

passive, active, and mental-related tasks were performed, and the cerebral hemodynamics 

and oxygenation were measured.  The overall changes in cerebral blood volume (CBV) 

and the cerebral oxygenation volume (COV) were measured to monitor the task effect. 

The level of blood oxygenation is assessed since brain areas with neurons actively 

involved in an activation task receive an increased blood supply. The authors concluded 

that the use of facilitation devices and resistive exercises were most effective for cerebral 

activation observed from an increase in both variables COV and CBV, which might 

improve motor learning and rehabilitation.  

To quantify upper limb motor recovery in people with stroke, Gandolfi et al. (43) 

recorded EEG power changes following robot-assisted bilateral arm training. A total of 

seven right-handed subjects with chronic stroke having upper-limb paresis received 21 

sessions (3 days/week) of robot-assisted bilateral arm training. They concluded that the 

repetitive robotic-assisted bilateral arm training program might reduce spasticity, sustain 

the improvement of upper limb motor function, and induce changes in the sensorimotor 

network. Additionally, the spasticity was associated with EEG changes over the 

ipsilesional sensorimotor network. 

Other tools such as functional imaging and related techniques (i.e., positron 

emission tomography) have been used to determine the effects of brain injury and how 
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rehabilitation changes brain functioning. However, robot-assisted devices are usually not 

compatible with such equipment, making it challenging to collect data during functional 

tasks. EEG and NIRS techniques have an advantage over these other portable and 

compatible methods to operate with robotic-assisted devices. Additionally, EEG has a 

higher temporal resolution than fMRI signals, allowing motion execution during data 

collection (43). Furthermore, EEG and NIRS complement each other by providing 

information about neural activity's spatial and temporal characteristics. The EEG 

provides information on the electrical potentials of brain tissue with a high temporal 

resolution. Simultaneously, the NIRS measures the changes in oxygenation and blood 

volume with high spatial information reflecting different aspects of the neural activity. 

No other study has integrated NIRS and EEG system to analyze different strategies used 

for robotic-assisted rehabilitation to the author's knowledge. 

Conclusion 

During the last decade, modeling studies focusing on how robot-assisted therapy 

affects recovery has increased (21,31,43,118,119). Studies suggest that movement 

performed with a robot's assistance leads the subject to incorporate themselves in their 

motor plan (25) quickly. This way, the subject exploits the assistive forces imposed by 

the robot in order to minimize effort while maintaining the performance. This slacking 

mechanism might have a negative impact on the rehabilitation process, decreasing its 

effectiveness. Although studies have shown that slacking reduces the physical effort, 

which leads to no functional improvement (21,23,24,120), no studies have compared the 

efficacy of a non-slacking system with a system that allows slacking, including any 
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assessment of the brain function when experiencing these two methods during 

rehabilitation. 
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Abstract 

There has been significant interest in robotic devices for rehabilitation since they can help 

facilitate the repetitive movements and progressive training required during the 

rehabilitation process while reducing the therapist burden. However, one drawback of 

robot-assisted rehabilitation is “slacking”, a condition where the robot is driving the 

movements without the user performing sufficient physical effort to gain any benefit 

from the training. Assist-as-needed (AAN) control, where the patient is assisted only 

when needed to accomplish the task, has been proposed to overcome this obstacle. 

Sensors play a critical role in implementing AAN systems in the field of robot-assisted 

rehabilitation. This paper is a scoping review of the techniques used to implement various 

AAN methods, classified according to the type of sensors used for control and monitoring 

such as movement/force, sEMG, and EEG-based. It also reviews techniques to monitor 

the patient’s progress, such as sEMG, electroencephalography (EEG), and near infrared 
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spectrometry (NIRS) based systems. Although there is a lack of published research on 

clinical effectiveness, some studies suggest that some techniques may be more effective 

than others. This evidence was used to define the requirements necessary to develop and 

test an upper-extremity robot-assisted training program to integrate multiple sensors to 

enable better outcomes of robot-therapy. 

Introduction 

Stroke is a neurological disorder that can negatively affect upper extremity 

strength and motion. According to the World Health Organization, 15 million people 

suffer strokes worldwide each year. Between 50 to 95% of stroke survivors need to 

undergo some form of rehabilitation to regain upper extremity mobility and strength (1). 

The considerable number of people with stroke needing rehabilitation has led to an 

increase in the number of studies published related to robot-assisted-rehabilitation (2-7). 

The use of robots in the rehabilitation field allows higher dosage and more prolonged 

exposure to the treatment, which promotes neuroplasticity and motor learning (8-15). For 

this reason, robotic technology has developed remarkable advances in recent years. In 

addition, the advancement in technology with faster and more powerful computers and 

new computational approaches as well as greater sophistication of electro-mechanical 

components has made robotics more available for rehabilitation intervention. 

Most of the advanced work in the robot-assisted therapies field has been done in 

recent decades. Several studies have shown how the strategy of control used in assistant 

robots can significantly and positively impact the rehabilitation process's effectiveness 

and efficiency (16-20). However, studies have also indicated that most of the strategies 
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used in robot-assisted therapies to date are susceptible to a “slacking” behavior (17, 20-

22). This slacking behavior, where the user lets the robot drive the movements without 

performing any physical effort, may prevent patients from achieving maximal functional 

improvement and potentially decrease recovery (21).  

Assist-as-needed (AAN) control was developed to reduce slacking by only 

assisting the user when needed. This method has shown to be more effective in reducing 

slacking behavior. It can provide a more reliable and feasible treatment to people with 

stroke since they are more engaged and have to add constant effort to complete the task 

(9-11, 23, 24). Based on these promising results, several techniques in the last decade 

have been implemented using the AAN method and are reviewed here.  

Physiological signals such as electromyography (sEMG), electroencephalography 

(EEG), and near-infrared spectrometry (NIRS) are some of the tools used to monitor the 

effects of the robot-training (10,13,15,18,20). These tools can provide information such 

as a patient’s volition to move and training effects at the cortical level and will also be 

reviewed.  

The heterogeneity of the robotic devices and the participants’ characteristics, and 

the diversity of the study designs in the literature make it challenging to produce a meta-

analysis of robot-assisted therapy (24-30). This paper aims to review studies that 

implemented the AAN approach using different integration of sensors to understand 

which would be the best method that can make the rehabilitation process more effective.  
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Background 

Assist-as-needed is a method created to improve the robot-assist-rehabilitation 

system (17,18,20). When using this method, the robot is supposed to assist the patient 

only when needed to accomplish the task. Known drawbacks of robot-assisted therapy, 

such as slacking, can thus be avoided (20,30,31,32). Although studies in robot-assisted 

rehabilitation using AAN control have presented some promising results (20-31), there is 

still considerable room for improvement. One commonality among techniques is the use 

of different sensors for providing information to the robot about intention of movement 

and movement performance and capturing physiological outcomes relevant to motor 

learning and recovery. While the former information can be used to assist the individual 

optimally, the latter information is needed to determine what neural mechanisms explain 

their performance changes over time. While many different types of sensors have been 

used with AAN controllers, the extent to which wearable sensors are being used to 

monitor mechanistic outcomes is unclear. This paper reviews several published AAN 

controller algorithms according to the different types of sensors used for control: 

performance-based (movement and force), EMG-based and EEG-based systems, and 

those used for capturing outcomes: sEMG, EEG, and NIRS. 

Methods 

In order to find the studies that potentially fulfill the inclusion criteria, a scoping 

review (33) was conducted using the electronic database PubMed and Mendeley using 

the keywords: rehabilitation, stroke, robot-assisted, and upper limb. Studies previous to 
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2015 were excluded. Papers were also chosen based on the cross-references of the 

literature already selected. Duplications were then excluded. A total of 315 papers were 

screened where the titles and abstracts were analyzed. From these, a total of 250 were 

excluded based on the type of studies, population, physiological and neurological 

variables, interventions, and outcome measures.  

In the second stage, a total of 65 full articles were assessed for eligibility. A paper 

was excluded if the article was not focusing or explained an ANN strategy of control 

used on the robot-assisted treatment. Only papers detailing AAN controller algorithms 

were in accordance with the different types of sensors used for control that were being 

analyzed in this review: performance-based (movement and force), EMG-based and 

EEG-based systems; and those used for capturing outcomes: sEMG, EEG, and NIRS. A 

total of 53 papers did not meet the final criteria, arriving at a total of 12 papers relevant to 

the scoping topic. Figure 3.1 summarizes the search process. 
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram for the scoping review process. 

 

 

Performance-based algorithms 

The performance-based algorithm is a type where the controller parameters are 

adapted based on the participant’s performance online. For instance, Krebs et al. (31) 

developed a performance-based impedance control algorithm using the MANUS robot 

triggered via speed, time for rehabilitation of people with stroke (31). The authors aimed 

to train people with stroke with a performance-based impedance control algorithm and 

test their effectiveness. After five weeks of robot-assisted rehabilitation, the authors 

concluded that the patient’s necessity for robot assistance decreased and the patient’s 
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ability to aim improved. Another relevant result was related to the patient’s condition 

prior to the rehabilitation; the author observed that different stroke lesions could lead to 

different kinematic behavior during reaching tasks. Patients with fast movements aimed 

poorly, and patients who aimed well could only perform the task slowly. The results 

presented by Krebs et al. (31) were based on a kinematic parameter that measured the 

patient’s ability to move from a starting position to the target (PM2) and to aim their 

movement along the target axis (PM3). The PM2 kinematic data were calculated as the 

average deviation from the robot control system’s minimum jerk trajectory. The PM3 

was calculated as the root-mean-square deviation normal to the target.  Results of this 

study showed an increase in parameter PM2, which indicated that the robot is assisting 

the patient less since he/she is contributing more to complete the task. Also, a decrease in 

the parameter PM3 shows that the patient’s ability to aim improved. The authors 

concluded that this new performance-based algorithm maximized the chance to deliver 

optimal therapy by continuously engaging the patient during training. However, no 

physiological information was used to validate this method and to understand patient 

progress better.  

Nef et al. (32) studied three subjects with chronic stroke over 18 months of 

training with the ARMin robot. The aim was to train the patients using a game where 

they had to pass through a labyrinth without touching the walls. Their results were based 

on analyzing the force assistance provided by the robot when needed and the Fugl-Meyer 

scale assessed before and after trials. The robot assisted the patient by providing force to 

complete the task and touch the walls as minimal as possible. After 18 months of 

treatment, the level of assistance needed by the participant decreased, where some other 
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parameters such as active range of motions, coordination of the arm movement, and 

functional tasks measured through the Fugl-Meyer scale, all improved. The assistance 

provided by the robot also decreased after the 18 months of training. The authors 

concluded from these three single case studies that this type of therapy has positive 

effects on chronic stroke patients' movement performance. The system provided enough 

force, so the subject was able to complete the task and reduced assistance as patient 

progress improved. This system did not provide resistance or any challenge to the patient. 

Also, no muscle and brain activity were analyzed in this study. 

Kahn's algorithm was implemented in the ARM Guide robot that adapts a 

coefficient for velocity-dependent assistance on a trial-to-trial basis (35). To assess this 

algorithm's effectiveness, the authors tested the adaptive algorithm in a subject with 

severe stroke during a two-month training program. The subject exhibited a significant 

increase in range of motion and maximum velocity without assistance compared from the 

first to last trial. Two other subjects, one without injury and one with a mild stroke, 

participated in the study for one session and had the coefficient of assistance or resistance 

calculated through different trials. The coefficient of assistance or resistance was 

calculated as the difference between the maximum velocity of previous reach and desired 

velocity measured as the maximum speed of a self-paced “comfortable” movement with 

the ipsilesional arm unattached to the device. A two-sample t-test was used to calculate if 

there was a significant change in reaching the range of motion and maximum velocity. 

According to the results presented by Kahn et al. (35), after training eight weeks with the 

ARM Guide, the one severely injured subject exhibited a significant increase in reaching 

range of motion (p < 0.025) and maximum velocity (p < 0.001) with no significant 
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change of the assistance coefficient. The authors concluded that this method effectively 

requires volitional effort from the user during training and allows severely impaired 

subjects to complete the training task. Even though no significant decrease in assistance 

was needed for the severe subject, the early results indicate that arm function can be 

improved with guided force training.   

Baur et al. (36) proposed a control strategy based on a viscous force field 

responding to the subject’s performance at different positions and directions during the 

movement. This algorithm was implemented in the ARMin rehabilitation robot with a 

one degree of freedom repetitive task of reaching in the horizontal plane with the elbow 

only. The subject also received visual feedback of the tracking task showing the position 

of the moving target object and the cursor's position moved by the subject. The feasibility 

of this system was tested with 29 healthy subjects. The mean normalized viscous force 

field was calculated for all individuals during 16 rounds of training and visually 

compared between subjects. The motivation was measured with the Intrinsic Motivation 

Inventory (IMI). This score consists of sixteen selected statements divided into four 

scales: interest/enjoyment, effort/importance, and value/usefulness. The mean of the total 

IMI was calculated using a t-test for two game modes (two groups): constant viscous 

force fields and performance-based update of the viscous force field. The IMI four 

subscales were calculated and compared within the two groups using ANOVA. Baur et 

al. (36) showed that the force field increased between the first and last round for all 

participants, and no participant reached a plateau. However, a high variability over all 

subjects was found, and no significant difference in the mean value of the Intrinsic 

Motivational Inventory scores was found in subscales (p=0.41). Also, no significant 
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difference was found in the subscale’s interest/enjoyment (p=0.36), effort/importance 

(p=0.15) and value/usefulness (p=0.23).This indicates that the subjects did not experience 

the viscous force field adaptation as more motivating, which is critical to keeping the 

subjects engaged.   

Luo et al. (20) developed a greedy assisted-as-needed controller for upper limb 

rehabilitation that considers the heterogeneity of the patient’s motor function capability 

and avoids slacking behavior. This controller is based on an addition of a baseline 

controller and a Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) network that models the user's 

functional capability, and the robot reacts accordingly, keeping the subject engaged. To 

compare the force applied by the user and the robot, Luo et al. (20) calculated an average 

of the patient’s and robot’s forces for groups of tasks. In the first task, the robot provided 

no challenge; in the second task, the robot provided a low challenge level, and for the last 

task, the robot provided a high challenge level. The tasks were also divided into right-to-

left and left-to-right movement directions. A one-way ANOVA was used to calculate the 

difference between the means. An average trajectory error was also calculated over the 

tasks between the three groups, and a one-way ANOVA was used to compare the groups. 

To validate if the controller also contributes to avoiding slacking behavior, the trend of 

the patient’s performance during the three groups of tasks was also evaluated. To do so, 

the force was averaged over all subjects against task number, and fitting curves based on 

a first-order linear function were calculated to represent the trend of the subject’s 

engagement during the task. The results presented by Luo et al. (20) revealed their new 

controller added resistance to stimulate the active effort of the user during the training 

session. For the robot’s assistance force, the average values for the low and high 
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challenge levels group were significantly (p < 0.001) smaller than the no challenge group. 

Regarding the controller's efficiency to avoid slacking, the values of the slope and 

intercept of the fitting functions showed that the high and low challenge group had a 

larger slope than the no challenge group. This indicated that the challenge provided by 

the controller made the subjects concentrate more on the task, potentially reducing the 

slacking behavior.  

The authors (20) concluded that the control system achieved the purpose of 

providing adaptive assistance by assisting and challenging the user when necessary. The 

assistive level or task challenge level was modified according to the performance of the 

subject. This system can promote more active voluntary effort by the subject than a 

controller without task challenge mode, with a significant difference. However, this 

method, like the other methods presented in this topic, only used performance parameters 

(force, velocity, average error) as the metrics evaluating the task performance. A more 

accurate assessment of movement quality such as sEMG, EEG, other kinematics, and 

dynamics metrics are necessary to improve the system and better understand the benefits 

of using robot-assisted rehabilitation. 

  In summary, performance-based algorithms present very promising results, with 

system adaptation to the user’s need, increasing user’s engagement, and challenging the 

users. However, these systems operate based on external information and do not use any 

physiological information to ensure that the system is responding to the subject’s volition 

to move. A more accurate metric is necessary to improve the interaction between humans 

and robots to ensure that the robot is responding to the user’s volition and that slacking 

behavior is avoided. It is also important to understand the effects of this treatment on a 
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physiological level. Important adaptation is expected in the muscle and brain levels 

during rehabilitation progress (2,6,8,15,18,23,26,31,44,47). 

sEMG and EEG based algorithms 

sEMG has been used in control systems for decades now (38-42). Some authors 

have used sEMG as an input for their control strategy and provided insight into the 

muscle activity during robot rehabilitation (41, 42). For instance, Dipietro et al. (41) 

developed an EMG-triggered robot-assisted therapy and used the sEMG data to 

understand the process of recovery from a stroke better. Their system was implemented 

in an InMotion2 robot. sEMG data were collected from the muscles pectoralis major 

clavicular part, anterior deltoid, biceps, and posterior deltoid for two subjects with stroke 

and one unimpaired subject during robot-assisted therapy with assisted and unassisted 

conditions (robot assistance on and off). The subjects had to move the end-effector of a 

robot in the horizontal plane to a target shown on a screen in front of them. Targets were 

presented in a clockwise direction. Data analysis consisted of assessing what muscle was 

activated during different movements and the robot's effect on the sEMG signal. Dipietro 

et al. (41) data analysis consisted of assessing what muscles were activated to generate 

different movement and comparing the sEMG signals recorded during rest and moves for 

the two conditions: with the robotic assisting and during unassisted training. Their results 

showed that when comparing the sEMG signal between uninjured subjects and subjects 

with stroke, the authors found that the sEMG level significantly decreased for 6 of 8 

muscles analyzed, indicating that the task was completed with less effort. However, this 
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may also indicate that slacking behavior is happening, and the subject might not be 

engaged enough during the treatment. 

Motor training with voluntary movements and performance improvement can also 

lead to changes at the motor cortex levels (23,42,43). This means that performance 

parameters and sEMG signal can also be associated with reorganizational motor cortex 

changes. Balasubramanian et al. (42), for instance, compared the use of sEMG signal as a 

trigger of the intention of hand/wrist extension movement with a sensorimotor rhythm-

based brain-computer interface (BCI) using ipsilesional activity. Thirty subjects with 

severe stroke and having insufficient force generation capacity to move their limb 

participated in a randomized control trial. For the BCI system, the movement intention 

was detected from a desynchronization in the sensorimotor rhythm (SMR). To analyze 

the difference in the sEMG signal, Balasubramanian et al. (42) compared the mean of the 

sEMG signal in rest and moving state. This data was evaluated from the entire dataset 

from all patients and across all hand training sessions. To do so, a Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test at a 1% significance level was used on data from 30 study participants. In addition, 

the sEMG data was compared with the EEG data to estimate the agreement statistic. The 

EEG signal used to compare with the sEMG was defined as a two-state detector that used 

the event-related desynchronization of the sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) to detect an 

intention to move. A Cohen’s Kappa (k) was used to compare where k = 1 indicates 

complete agreement, 0 indicates no agreement, and k =-1 indicates complete 

disagreement. The results presented by Balasubramanian et al. (42) indicated that the 

probability of detecting the sEMG signal when the patient intended to move was 

significantly higher than at rest (p < 0.001) as expected. The Cohen’s k statistic showed 
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that overall, the agreement between the sEMG and EEG signals was positive. However, it 

was small (median k = 0.075). Although some patients had slight to a fair agreement 

between sEMG and EEG, most presented almost zero agreement, meaning that even 

when there was a significant intent-related sEMG, there was only a slight agreement 

between the sEMG and EEG intent detectors (0.1 < k < 0.3). The author’s concluded that 

sEMG is a viable and better alternative to EEG for detecting movement intention, even 

for severely affected people with chronic stroke. Although EEG can provide relevant 

information regarding the rehabilitation process and patient progress, sEMG is more 

reliable and practical as an input trigger for a robot-assisted rehabilitation system. 

 However, these studies did not consider the changes in the brain activity 

regarding the subject’s progress during the robot-assisted therapy in the long term. This 

information is of paramount importance to understanding the effectiveness of this type of 

therapy. 

 

EEG as an assessment tool 

Understanding the brain activity during the processes of rehabilitation is crucial to 

better understanding and evaluating the effectiveness of robot-assisted systems. In this 

context, many researchers have focused on brain activity as an input to the control system 

of robot-assisted tools used for rehabilitation (60,61,122–125).  

Gandolfi et al. (43) correlated motor recovery with EEG power changes after 

robotic-assisted rehabilitation training. In his study, seven males with first-ever chronic 

stroke received 21 sessions, three days per week, of robot-assisted bilateral arm training. 
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Control data from eight healthy volunteers were collected to compare with people having 

chronic stroke. EEG data, the Fugl-Meyer assessment, Motricity Index (MI), and 

Modified Ashworth scale were also collected and evaluated three times: on the first 

session (T0), after the 21 sessions (T1), and 1-month follow-up (T2). Event-related 

desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS) was calculated for upper alpha and beta 

ranges. The results showed a significant improvement in the Fugl-Meyer scale over time, 

with a significant effect between T0 and T1 but no significance between T0 and T2. In 

addition, the MAS score revealed a significant improvement over time and a significant 

change between T0-T1 and T0-T2. The authors concluded that the use of the robot for 

bilateral arm training might improve upper limb motor function and reduce spasticity. 

They also concluded that changes in EEG over the ipsilesional sensorimotor network 

were related to effects on spasticity. 

According to Formaggio et al. (44), a better understanding of cortical 

modification after robot-assisted training could benefit the development of protocols for 

people with stroke rehabilitation. For this study, eight healthy subjects performed robot-

assisted tasking using a bi-Manu track arm trainer. Changes in cortical activity were 

monitored during active and passive robot-assisted movement and imaginary movement. 

It is expected that the EEG activity around 10-20Hz would decrease in power over the 

premotor and sensorimotor areas during the motor task, producing the event-related 

desynchronization (ERD) phenomenon. Also, at the end of the movement, there is a rapid 

recovery of the beta activity called event-related synchronization (ERS). Formaggio et al. 

(44) presented the results based on the ERD/ERS for each subject for alpha and beta 

ranges. The difference between ERD/ERS values in alpha, beta range, and a reference 
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condition was analyzed using a paired sample two-tailed t-test. A two-dimensional grand 

mean t-maps of ERD was created from the t-values to check the topographical 

distribution of significance. The threshold for the t-maps was at p<0.05 (|t|>2.306). 

Formaggio et al. (44) results showed a significant decrease in ERD of the mean alpha and 

beta bands over the central of the primary sensorimotor areas (SM1) areas, contralateral 

and ipsilateral to the movement (C3, C4) with predominance on C3 in the beta range. T-

maps showed significant changes in alpha desynchronization bilaterally over SM1 and 

front-central areas (Fz, Cz). For beta, these changes were only over Cz. For all subjects, 

both sensorimotor areas were activated in alpha and beta range during unilateral active 

movement. In alpha band, the activation was bilateral and in beta was more unilateral 

desynchronization. This indicates that the technique used in this study has proven to be 

effective in determining variations in cortical activity during different movements. This 

technique may also be applied in patients with motor deficits. However, the neural 

mechanisms underlying functional recovery remain elusive. More studies, including 

monitoring the progress of patients with motor deficits, are necessary to further our 

understanding of motor recovery mechanisms. 

NIRS as an assessment tool 

Another modality of a system used to record brain activity to understand the 

effectiveness of the robot-assisted systems used in rehabilitation is near-infrared 

spectroscopy (NIRS). NIRS is a noninvasive neuroimaging tool that allows less onerous 

constraints during measurement and can be relatively small, portable, and safe (46-48). 

According to Kato et al. (49), NIRS can detect similar cortical activation patterns 
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compared to an fMRI. Kato et al.’s study involved six right-handed subjects with stroke 

(4 men and two women). Data were collected using NIRS and fMRI during a hand 

movement. During the movement of the affected hand, the subjects with stroke showed 

extended activation not only in the contralateral motor cortex but also in the ipsilateral 

motor cortex, involving the primary motor cortex and supplementary motor areas.  

Kato et al.’s (49) data analysis was carried out using a scoring system of the NIRS 

topography where 0 = no activation, 1= slight activation, 2=moderate activation, and 3= 

intensive activation. A full brain mapping using the topography score during hand 

movement in healthy subjects was used as a standard. A Mann-Whitney U test was 

performed with the probability values less than 0.05 considered significant. According to 

Kato et al. (49), healthy subjects presented activation predominantly in the contralateral 

primary sensorimotor cortex (SMC) and supplementary motor areas (SMA) during each 

hand movement for the fMRI. There was no significant difference between right- and 

left-hand movements. The NIRS also presented predominant activation (increase in oxy-

Hb and a concomitant decrease in deoxy-Hb) in the contralateral SMC, often appearing 

bilaterally. For the subjects with stroke, the affected arm's movement showed bilateral 

activation on fMRI with various extents of ipsilateral primary SMRC activation. Four of 

six patients presented enlarged activation in the contralateral parietal cortex compared 

with the activation during the unaffected hand movement. Three of six patients presented 

enlarged activation of the SMA during affected hand movement. For the NIRS data, the 

subjects with stroke exhibited bilateral SMC activation during affected hand movement, 

and for three of six patients, the ipsilateral activation was stronger. This indicates that for 

both fMRI and NIRS studies, there is evidence of ipsilateral motor cortical compensation 
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or reorganization during recovery in people with stroke. This shows that the brain 

dynamically changes during training in people with stroke when compared to healthy 

controls.  

NIRS can detect altered cortical perfusion and activation during treatment after a 

stroke with high reliability (29,48-50). A study developed by Hatakenaka et al. (50) 

investigated the cortical effects in ataxic patients with stroke and healthy subjects during 

a pursuit rotor task. For this task, the subjects were asked to keep the stylus on a rotation 

target that required motor control of shoulder and elbow and postural control for sitting. 

Hatakenaka et al. (50) used 2-factorial repeated- measures ANOVA with task cycle (1 to 

8) as within-subject factor and group (right and left in control, ataxic side and non-ataxic 

side in patients) as between factors. Changes in the oxyHb with cycle repetition in each 

region were also evaluated using the 2-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA. Spearman 

rank correlation coefficient was used to analyze the correlation between performance 

gains and changes of oxyHb signals. A Bonferroni test was used as a post hoc test, and 

the statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. The results provided by Hatakenaka et al. 

(50) showed that during the task, cortical activation was observed in the sensorimotor, 

prefrontal, and premotor cortices. Also, the center of cortical activation shifted caudally 

for health subjects from pre-supplementary motor areas to supplementary motor areas 

after a cycle of repetitions. This effect was not true for the subject with stroke. This 

suggested different roles of the pre-SMA and SMA in the learning process. They also 

concluded that the process of motor sequence learning in people with stroke affects 

cortical activation patterns in medial frontal areas. 
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Conclusion 

Different approaches have been developed to improve robot-assisted 

rehabilitation. To develop robot-assisted training that avoids slacking and is effective as a 

rehabilitation tool, some essential requirements can be highlighted.  

1. The robot shall provide enough force to allow subjects to complete the task and 

motivate them but, at the same time, contribute as minimally as possible to avoid 

the slacking effect (31-35).  

2. The system shall adapt to the patient’s needs by, for example, reducing the 

assistance and increasing the challenge as the user’s performance improves. 

Consequently, this is expected to maintain voluntary control, which is known to 

promote motor plasticity in the brain (19, 20, 44-50).  

3. The training should be non-monotonic in order to be more engaging (35-36).  

4. Finally, recording performance parameters (i.e., velocity, accuracy), muscle 

activity, and brain activity during the rehabilitation process are of paramount 

importance in understanding the effectiveness of the robot-assisted therapy 

approach (41-43).  

Most techniques developed to date have only used one or two methods to evaluate 

the subject’s progress. However, we understand that to better understand the 

effectiveness of robot-assisted rehabilitation; all these aspects must be analyzed 

during the entire rehabilitation process since the intention is to promote 

neuroplasticity and motor learning.  
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Abstract 

Rehabilitation therapy plays an essential role in assisting people with stroke in regaining 

function. For this reason, many studies have been conducted to optimize rehabilitation 

interventions to improve effectiveness and efficiency. In this context, robotic devices for 

rehabilitation and assistance can be effective. Several studies have demonstrated that 

using a robot as a therapy tool can significantly reduce motor impairment. However, 

slacking behavior, in which the patient lets the robot guide their movements even when 

they are capable of doing so by themselves, has been identified as a major barrier to 

reaching the full potential of robot-assist rehabilitation. This paper describes the 

development of a novel electromyographical-based adaptive assist-as-needed (aAAN) 

controller aiming to avoid this slacking behavior. Five subjects with stroke were recruited 

to test the controller. Motor impairment status was documented with the Fugl-Meyer 

(FMA-UE) assessment. In this experiment, horizontal arms tasks were conducted with 

the robot off and on to assess the subject’s performance in both scenarios. Velocity, time, 
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and position were quantified as performance parameters during the training. Arm and 

shoulder sEMG and electroencephalography (EEG) were used to assess the performance 

of the controller. The cross-sectional results showed strong second-order relationships 

between Fugl-Myer score and outcome measures, where performance metrics (path 

length and accuracy) were sensitive to change in participants with lower sensorimotor 

status. In comparison, speed and electrophysiological metrics (sEMG and EEG) were 

more sensitive to change in participants with higher sensorimotor status. EEG signal 

amplitude increased when the robot suggested that the robot was inducing a challenge 

during the training tasks.   

Introduction 

Stroke is a leading cause of adult long-term serious disability and the second 

cause of mortality worldwide (1). According to the Public Health Agency of Canada and 

the Heart and Stroke Foundation, approximately 741,800 adults (365,000 men and 

376,800 women) aged over 20 years old live with the effects of a stroke (2012/13). 

Stroke damages the brain, and 80% of people who suffered a stroke have hemiparesis, 

which is an impaired motor control on the affected side (2). Most survivors of 

hemispheric stroke present limited movement of the contralesional upper extremity.  

Robots for assessment, treatment, and assistance of people with impaired motor 

control have shown some promise in improving motor recovery post-stroke. Although not 

readily available in clinics, the use of this technology in the rehabilitation field is widely 

thought to be potentially beneficial (3-13). 
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Most of the advanced work in the robot-assisted therapies field has been done in 

recent decades. Several studies have shown how the strategy of control used in robot-

assisted rehabilitation can significantly and positively impact the rehabilitation process's 

effectiveness and efficiency (3,4,6,8-12).  However, these studies indicate that most of 

the strategies used in robot-assisted therapies have drawbacks such as being  susceptible 

to a “slacking” behavior where the subjects let the robot drive the movements without 

performing sufficient physical effort to benefit from the training. Moreover, an overall 

analysis of the subject’s progress, including muscle and brain activity, is crucial to 

understand motor learning and neuroplasticity process in stroke patients.  

Prior studies also do not utilize an online adaptation of the control system based 

on physiological measurements that can appropriately scale assistance or resistance 

according to user performance and progression. To date, no study has done a 

comprehensive analysis of cortical activity when applied to a robotic-assisted training 

program for improving motor recovery in people with stroke (3,9,11,12). 

The present study aimed to develop and validate a novel adaptive AAN (aAAN) 

algorithm for upper-extremity robot-assisted therapy for stroke. This new algorithm's 

control system integrates sEMG and a haptic system to provide a patient-cooperative 

non-slacking robotic-assisted therapy to facilitate and accelerate upper extremity motor 

function recovery. Changes in performance metrics, muscle, and brain activity between 

the baseline and training sessions were examined for each subject. Relationships of these 

responses to participants’ sensorimotor status using the upper-extremity Fugl-Myer 

(FMA-UE) clinical assessment were explored to quantify the robot training system's 

sensitivity. This enabled us to validate how outcomes measures would be expected to 
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change with improvement in sensorimotor status. Specifically, we address the following 

research questions: 

Research Questions 

1. Does overall mean sEMG entropy amplitude increase when training with the 

aAAN algorithm? 

2. Does overall mean EEG power density increase when training with the aAAN 

algorithm. 

3. Are performance metrics that are assessed during training sensitive to 

sensorimotor status  via the FMA-UE score? 

4. Is mean sEMG entropy amplitude assessed during training sensitive to 

sensorimotor status via the FMA-UE score? 

5. Is mean EEG power density assessed during training sensitive to sensorimotor 

status via the FMA-UE score? 

 

Methods 

To develop the robot-assisted training with an adaptive assist-as-needed system, 

the following essential requirements were prescribed. First, the robot shall provide 

enough force to allow the user to complete the task and motivate them but do so 

minimally to avoid the slacking effect. Second, the system shall adapt to the user's needs 

by, for example, reducing the assistance and increasing the challenge as the user’s 

performance improves. Third, the training should be non-monotonic in order to be more 
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engaging. These elements are expected to encourage voluntary control during training, 

known to promote motor plasticity in the brain (19,20). Finally, multiple sensors should 

be used for measuring movement performance and muscle and brain activity during the 

training to capture outcomes relevant to motor recovery. 

Instrumentation 

The system was implemented using a PHANTOM 3.0 device from SensAble 

technologies, with open-source software that allows the user to interact with it in a broad 

range of applications. This device is mostly used for rehabilitation, the development of 

games, and entertainment (15). It can provide low-level control, support the visualization 

of 3D objects, and can generate force effects. The PHANTOM device is a high-precision 

instrument connected to the computer through a serial connection and provides a large 

workspace and high forces with high fidelity and low friction. Information such as 

velocity, force, and position can be provided from this device. 

This study's sEMG system was the Trigno™ Wireless EMG (Delsys, Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts). This system has 16 active bipolar wireless sensors, with an sEMG signal 

range of ±5V and a significant 909V/V ±5% gain. It also has an active analog bandpass 

filter between 10–500Hz, 160dB/Dec. The electrode placement and target group muscle 

that was used in this control system were the biceps (BI), triceps (TI), pectorallis major 

(PM), anterior deltoid (AD), middle deltoid (MD), and posterior deltoid (PD).  The 

electrode placement followed the SENIAM guidelines. 

The EEG system, from Artinis company (Artinis Medical Systems, Einsteinweg, 

The Netherlands) has 128 channels EEG for full head coverage. Although the EEG signal 
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is a spatially imprecise recording technique due to volume conduction (activation several 

centimeters away is recorded by electrodes), it is a very useful technique as it records at a 

very high sample rate of up to several tens of Kilohertz.  

  

Control algorithm  

The information acquired in real-time from the PHANTOM and sEMG systems 

was used to control the robot-assisted system. Prior studies have utilized muscle activity 

or user’s performance and velocity data to develop strategies of control with different 

levels of assistance. To our best knowledge, no studies have validated this approach or 

integrated the capability of challenging the users to keep them engaged. Past research 

shows this is a requirement to promote motor plasticity and a faster recovery (5-7, 

10,11,17). 

For the novel patient-cooperative non-slacking system, the system's initial trigger 

is regulated based on the sEMG signal. The sEMG control part of the system was similar 

to the approach described in Zhang et al. (27), where the sample entropy was computed 

for the sEMG signal in order to detect the muscle activity onset. The entropy of an sEMG 

signal represents the complexity and randomness of the signal. This measurement takes 

advantage of this dynamic system's nonlinear properties to distinguish voluntary surface 

sEMG signals from spurious background spikes. The calculation of the entropy of the 

sEMG signal starts by embedding the scalar time series {𝑥1, 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛,} in a delay m-

dimensional space as the following: 
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𝑥(𝑝) = [𝑥(𝑝 + 𝑘)]𝑘=0
𝑚−1, 𝑝 =  1, 2, … , 𝑛 − 𝑚 + 1 

 

Then, the sample entropy is calculated as the following: 

 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝐸𝑛(𝑥, 𝑚, 𝑟) =  −𝑙𝑛(
𝐴𝑚(𝑟)

𝐵𝑚(𝑟)
)  

 

where B(r) is the probability of two sequences matching for m points, which is calculated 

by counting the average number of vector pairs where the distance is lower than the 

tolerance r and where A(r) is an embedding dimension of m+1. Once this is done, the 

sEMG trigger threshold is determined based on the signal resulting from this process.  

The sEMG signal of three muscles was constantly analyzed. The velocity was 

also constantly acquired as soon as the sEMG trigger threshold first trigged the system. 

The robot only assisted the patient if the system has been triggered and the muscle is 

maintained activated, but the insufficient motion is detected to achieve the target. Figure 

4.1 illustrates how this method works. 
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Figure 4.1: Patient-cooperative non-slacking system 

The system adapts to the subject’s progress based on their sEMG signal, and the 

velocity data he or she can generate throughout the training sessions. The sEMG 

threshold value gradually increases, and some resistance force is gradually added to the 

system once the driving muscle can generate stronger sEMG signals. The performance of 
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the subject improves. The initial threshold (buffer) was calculated based on the sEMG 

collected during the baseline (robot-off) phase. The threshold was calculated as 20% of 

the maximum sEMG entropy amplitude. This threshold was adapted for each repetition 

during the training (robot-on) phase. This strategy was used to encourage the user’s effort 

throughout the entire rehabilitation process. This way, the device does not provide 

assistance if not needed and provides only as much as needed.  

This type of system aims to promote motor learning by manipulating the 

conditions of practice and adapt the level of difficulty. This method is also known as the 

challenge point framework (CPF) (30,31). 

At the beginning of the session, baseline data were collected, and velocity and 

performance parameters were collected. The performance parameters were also 

calculated for each move, letter A to letter B being one move, B to C another move, and 

so on, similar to the process proposed by Krebs et al. (28). The first performance 

parameter is the average deviation from the trajectory measured as follows: 

 

𝑃1 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑𝑖 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 𝑑𝑖 =  √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)2 +  (𝑦 −  𝑦𝑖)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

where (𝑥, 𝑦) represents the target position and (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is the handle position, and N 

represents the number of samples. Therefore, 𝑃1 represents the average of the distance 

between the PHANTOM handle and the target along the trajectory.  If a subject takes 

longer to start moving and “wobbles” around the shortest linear distance between the 

handle and the target, 𝑃1 increases. On the other hand, a quick and linear movement from 
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the handle position to the target yields a lower value of 𝑃1. Figure 4.2 shows an example 

of the 𝑑𝑖 measurements along a trajectory with the subject moving the handle from letter 

A to letter B. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Performance parameter 𝑃1. 

The second performance measure is the root-mean-square deviation along with 

the normal distance to the target axis measured as following: 

 

𝑃2 =  √
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑𝑛𝑖

2 

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 𝑑𝑛𝑖 =  
|(𝑦𝑏 − 𝑦𝑎)𝑥𝑖 − (𝑥𝑏 −  𝑥𝑎)𝑦𝑖 +  𝑥𝑏𝑦𝑎 −  𝑦𝑏𝑥𝑎|

√(𝑦𝑏 −  𝑦𝑎)2 + (𝑥𝑏 −  𝑥𝑎)2
 

 

where 𝑑𝑛𝑖 is the normal distance to the target axis as defined above. The coordinates 

(𝑥𝑎 , 𝑦𝑎) represent the position of the letter of origin, (𝑥𝑏, 𝑦𝑏) is the coordinates for the 

target letter, and (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is the handle position. Therefore, 𝑃2 represents the summation of 

the distance between the PHANTOM handle and the line from the previous target to the 

next target. In this equation, the reference is the smallest distance between the two 
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targets. Hence, if the patient has high dexterity and coordination, 𝑃2 is small; otherwise, 

as shown in Figure 4.3, the 𝑃2 increases. Figure 4.3 represents the subject moving the 

handle from letter A to letter B. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Performance parameter 𝑃2. 

System Description 

 

Figure 4.4: Entire system 
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Figure 4.4 shows the entire system:  

• [1] is the computer used to integrate and synchronize all the equipment. The 

program used for coding was Python. An X3D file is created by the Phantom 

robot interface and imported to Python;  

• [2] is the Delsys EMG system box. The data is acquired wirelessly, and code was 

created in Python to collect the data and synchronize the EMG system with the 

Phantom robot; 

• [3] shows the material used to clean the equipment, to prepare the skin for the 

EMG sensors and to add gel for the EEG sensors;  

• [4] shows a button that was connected to the Phantom that turns the entire system 

off in case of emergency. It also shows an Arduino that was used with a button to 

synchronize the EEG/NIRS systems to the EMG/Phantom systems; 

• [5] shows the robot arm (Phantom) in a configuration created specifically for this 

study; 

• [6] is the monitor where the letters shows up and the subject must reach different 

positions to finish the task; 

• [7] is the Phantom handle where we had to adapt for the subjects since they might 

have difficulty holding it due to muscle weakness or spasticity; 

• [8] shows the EMG sensors that were positioned on the subject’s arm to record 

data from six muscles during the session; and 

• [9] is the EEG and NIRS system that are connected together in the same cap and 

transmit the data wirelessly to the computer. 
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Participants 

Five subjects with chronic stroke were enrolled in this study. This sample size is 

consistent with many previous studies where robot-assisted therapy's performance was 

evaluated (21-25).  

Table 1: Subject’s information table. 

Subject Sex Age FMA UE Affected side 

1 F 71 40 Left 

2 M 61 65 Right 

3 M 55 47 Right 

4 M 76 58 Left 

5 M 66 36 Right 

 

Before the experiment, each subject was informed of the study requirements and 

was asked to provide written informed consent. Both sexes were included in this study. 

The stroke must have occurred at least six months ago. Participants had to be able to 

actively move their shoulder, elbow, and wrist, as determined by an occupational 

physiotherapist. Excluded were those who had: history of severe neurological injuries 

other than (spinal cord injury or stroke); severe concurrent medical diseases: infections, 

circulatory, heart or lung, pressure sores; problematic spasticity (e.g., Modified Ashworth 

≥3); severely compromised arm function (Fugl-Myer score < 21 on the upper-extremity 

scale); heterotopic ossification; significant contractures; psychiatric or cognitive 

situations that may interfere with the proper operation of the device; cognitive 
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impairments resulting in an inability to follow directions; poor skin integrity in areas in 

contact with the device; uncontrolled Autonomic Dysreflexia; and functional visual field 

or hemispherical neglect. These exclusion criteria were selected based on previous 

research studies of robot-assisted therapy in a clinical population with impaired arm 

(6,16,18,26).  

The study protocol (REB 2019-073) was reviewed and approved by UNB 

Fredericton Research Ethics Board. The protocol was also reviewed and approved by the 

Horizon Health Network Research Ethics Board (case number 100273). All participants 

provided written informed consent after a full explanation of the research and the 

experiment. 

 

Experimental procedures 

The participant was seated in a height-adjustable chair with their arms in an initial 

position with the elbow at 90 degrees flexion on a tabletop with a monitor under the 

tabletop facing up. The PHANTOM device was positioned in front of them, as shown in 

Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5:  Diagram of the algorithm used during the training phase. 

The table was a transparent plexiglass acrylic sheet on top of a monitor mounted 

to a  metal structure. The monitor showed the letters, as shown in Figure 4.6. The patient 

was asked to hold the robotic arm's end effector and move until it touches the letters. 

They were able to feel when they reached the letter through a haptic force (touch effect) 

programmed in the robot. One letter was shown at a time. 
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Figure 4.6: The monitor projecting all the letters at once. 

 

Prior to data collection, MAS and FMA-UE scores were acquired (Appendix I 

and II). The patients were also asked to inform the activities they were involved in the 

previous weeks that involved any physical activity, using the ARM-A questionnaire 

(Appendix III). 

The next step was to set up the EEG and sEMG electrodes. The subject was asked 

to wear a cap where the EEG electrodes were placed, as shown in Figure 4.5. The EEG 

electrodes required gel between the sensor and scalp to reduce the impedance. This 

procedure usually took around 15 minutes. The sEMG sensors were placed directly on 

the participant’s skin with a sensor adhesive interface. Nine EEG electrodes and six 

sEMG electrodes were placed on the subject. 
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Figure 4.7: Subject wearing the sEMG sensors and the cap for the EEG sensor. 

 

The position of the 9 EEG electrodes is shown in Figure 4.7. The electrodes used 

in this protocol were the CF3, CF4, C3, C4, CP3, CP4, P3, P4, and Pz. 
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Figure 4.8: Position of the EEG sensors. 

 

Six tests involving a planar 2 degree of freedom (DOF) reach task were 

performed: one for a baseline and five for the training. The data collection took around 45 

minutes to one hour. In the first protocol, called baseline, which was used to acquire 

baseline characteristics, the subject was asked to reach the letters appearing in the 

monitor. The letters appeared in alphabetical order, one at a time, three times. First, only 

the first line of letters, A to E, shows up on the screen. Initially, we evaluated simple 

horizontal tasks with the elbow bent at this point. Next, the second line of letters, F-J 

shows up, again to evaluate horizontal tasks but increasing the elbow extension. Finally, 

the last line of letters again shows up to evaluate horizontal tasks and increase elbow 

extension. The letter positions can be seen in Figure 4.9. 

CF3 
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CP3 
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CF4 
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CP4 

P4 
PZ 
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Figure 4.9:Letters diagram. 

 

After that, letters appeared in a sequence which the subject had to reach. For 

example, letter A shows first, then letter F, so the subject simulates a reaching forward 

task with the elbow half extended. Next, letter B appears, then letter H simulating lateral 

reaching with elbow half extended, and so on. The participant is given 5 seconds to reach 

the target without the assistance of the robot. During this baseline test, if they are unable 

to get to the target within 5 seconds, the target disappears, and the next target shows up 

on the screen. 

The baseline phase was used to collect information such as ROM, velocity, force, 

and electromyography signal (sEMG). No assistance was provided from the robot during 

the baseline phase. 

For the following training protocols, the patient had to repeat the same 

movements as the baseline phase. However, this time, the letters appeared on the screen 
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randomly. The letters appear 30 times for training tests one, two, and three, and 60 times 

for training tests four and five, with an interval between them of 5 seconds. The subjects 

had 60 seconds to rest between the tests. In this part of the training, the robot-arm was 

assisting the participants when needed; if the patient could not reach the target, the robot-

assisted, the patient in getting to the target. The robot was continuously evaluating the 

participant’s sEMG signal throughout the entire trajectory to achieve the target and only 

assists if the sEMG signal is still detectable and there is no movement. The robot also 

applied some resistance to challenge the participant if both the velocity and the sEMG 

were higher than the sEMG and velocity threshold. The sEMG signal threshold necessary 

for the robot to assist/resist increased based on the participant’s improvement. 

Data analysis 

This study collected EEG, sEMG, and performance data in order to analyze the 

effectiveness of the novel AAN algorithm. The sEMG signal was used as an input for the 

control system and was also used to assess the training effects in conjunction with the 

performance parameters and EEG data. Internal validity of the system’s responses was 

evaluated by using curve fitting methods to assess the relationship between the 

participant’s FMA-UE scale and performance metrics (average velocity, parameter 𝑃1 

and 𝑃2), sEMG entropy and EEG power density. Details of the analyses follow. 

The performance parameters were first normalized by dividing the mean P1 and 

mean P2 by the assistance-resistance force (positive/negative force) provided by the robot 

during training. 
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To calculate the mean sEMG entropy, we created an index based on the MAS 

summation, which gave us a normalized spasticity score from 1 to 10 and used that to 

normalize the overall mean sEMG entropy for every participant. This variable was called 

Mean Entropy, which represents the spasticity normalized mean entropy. 

The EEG signal was first band-pass filtered from 1 to 30 Hz and visible artefacts 

were removed using an independent component analysis procedure to calculate the EEG 

spectra. Following this, the data were processed using a common average reference, and 

the data were divided into rest and active. The active and rest data were then divided into 

epochs of 2 seconds using a Hamming-window, and the power spectral density was 

calculated using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The power spectral density was then 

averaged for each condition. 

To answer research questions 1 and 2, sEMG and EEG measurements were 

compared between the robot off (baseline) and on (training) conditions. To answer 

research questions 3 through 5, curve fitting was used to quantify the relationship 

between sensorimotor status (via the FMA-UE score) and training outcomes measures: 

performance metrics, sEMG, and EEG. Polynomials and rationales were used to find the 

simplest equation that best fit the experimental data. These analyses will provide internal 

validity whereby performance parameters, muscle and brain signals, are expected to vary 

with the user’s sensorimotor status, thereby revealing the system's sensitivity. 
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Results 

To demonstrate the movement task and its relative difficulty for the participants to 

perform, Figure 4.10 shows the hand horizontal trajectory for two participants: the 

highest functioning (FMA-UE=65) and lowest functioning (FMA-UE=36) during a task 

that required reaching a letter target and returning to the start letter.  

Y 

 

Y 

 

 X 

 

Figure 4.10: a- Trajectory Y-X from the subject with FMA-UE score of 65; b- Trajectory 

Y-X from the subject with FMA-UE score of 36. 

a: FMA-UE= 65 

b: FMA-UE = 36 
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As can be seen in Figure 4.10, the higher functioning participant moved smoothly 

between targets with only moderate difficulty returning to the start point. In contrast, the 

lower functioning participant had difficulty reaching the target and often did not return to 

the origin before having to move to the next target.  

This demonstrates that the population sample was appropriate for the study. 

Below we present the results of testing the algorithm's effect on the main outcomes 

measures and their relationships with (sensitivity to) sensorimotor status. 

Effect of the aAAN algorithm 

 Research question 1 tested if sEMG increases when using the aAAN algorithm in 

training compared to baseline (with robot off). The sEMG entropy for each of the six 

muscles for the high and low functioning participants can be seen in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11:  Entropy from 6 muscles -medium deltoid (MD); anterior deltoid (AD); 

posterior deltoid (PD); major pectoralis (MP); biceps (BI); triceps (TRI). (a) From a 

subject with an FMA-UE score of 65 during baseline and training. (b) From a subject 

with an FMA-UE score of 36 during baseline and training. 

a 

b 
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sEMG entropy was combined across muscles and time for each participant in their 

baseline and training sessions and normalized to (divided by) spasticity index. These data 

are shown in Figure 4.12. The mean increase in normalized sEMG entropy between 

baseline and training was statistically significant (t=3.73, df=4, p=.02), showing that 

slacking was always being avoided regardless of sensorimotor status. 

 

Figure 4.12: Mean sEMG entropy during baseline (robot off, blue) and training (robot on, 

orange) for participants in the trial. Top: Raw entropy values. Bottom: Entropy 

normalized to spasticity index. 
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Research question 2 was to test if EEG activity increases when using the aAAN 

algorithm during training relative to baseline. Brain activity maps using the EEG data can 

be seen in Figure 4.13 for baseline (robot off) and training (robot on).  

FMA-UE Baseline Training 

 

36 

  

40 

  

47 

  

57 

  

65 
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Figure 4.13: EEG power density distribution for each subject during baseline and 

training. 

 Although there was no statistically significant change in EEG spectral density 

between baseline and training (t=1.18, df=4, p=0.31), the difference trended toward 

increased EEG activity. 

Relationships to Sensorimotor status 

Research question 3 evaluated the relationship between sensorimotor status 

(FMA-UE score) and normalized performance metrics P1 and P2. Based on the equation 

used to calculate the performance parameters P1 and P2, lower values mean better 

dexterity and coordination. However, when dividing this value by the assistance-

resistance force, a higher P1norm and P2norm values represent better performance. This 

happens because the assistance-resistance force goes from -6 to +6, where a negative 

force represents robot resistance, and a positive represents assistance. 

The results showed that performance parameter mean P1norm could be predicted 

from the clinical FMA-UE score by following the formula from general model rational 

with coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds) and 𝑅2 = 0.9955: 

 

f(𝑥) = (2.549 ∗ 𝑥 − 181.4)/𝑥 − 31.72 

 

The fitted curve for the parameter FMA-UE and mean P1 is shown in Figure 4.14. 

The shaded region shows P1norm is sensitive to sensorimotor status in the lower FMA-

UE score region. 
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Figure 4.14: Fitted curve for performance parameter FMA-UE related to normalized 

P1norm.The shaded region shows P1norm is sensitive to sensorimotor status in the lower 

FMA-UE score region. 

 

Similarly, the performance parameter mean P2norm could be predicted from the 

clinical FMA-UE score by following the formula from a general model rational with 

coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds) 𝑅2 = 0.9996: 

 

f(𝑥) = (9.078 ∗ 𝑥 − 708.6 )/ 𝑥 − 33.27      

 

The fitted curve for the parameter FMA and mean P2 is shown in Figure 4.15. The 

shaded region shows P2norm is also sensitive to sensorimotor status in the lower FMA-

UE score region. 
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Figure 4.15: Fitted curve for performance parameter FMA-UE related to normalized 

P2norm. The shaded region shows P2norm is sensitive to sensorimotor status in the lower 

FMA-UE score region.  

 

The average velocity achieved during training can also be predicted from the 

clinical FMA-UE score by following the formula from a linear model polynomial with 

coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds) 𝑅2 = 0.9964: 

 

f(𝑥) = (2.24𝑒−05 ∗ 𝑥2 − 0.001908 ∗ 𝑥 +  0.08747)    

 

The fitted curve for the parameter FMA-UE and average velocity is shown in 

Figure 4.16. Conversely, the shaded region shows velocity is sensitive to sensorimotor 

status in the higher FMA-UE score region. 
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Figure 4.16: Fitted curve for performance parameter FMA-UE related to the average 

velocity. The shaded region shows velocity is sensitive to sensorimotor status in the 

higher FMA-UE score region. 

 

The results showed that the mean sEMG entropy could be predicted from the 

clinical FMA-UE score by following the formula from the linear model with coefficients 

(with 95% confidence bounds) 𝑅2 = 0.8073: 

 

f(𝑥) = (1.54𝑒−04 ∗ 𝑥2 −  0.01325 ∗ 𝑥 + 0.9867)    

 

The fitted curve for normalized sEMG entropy versus FMA-UE is shown in 

Figure 4.17. Likewise, the shaded region shows sEMG Mean Entropy is sensitive to 

sensorimotor status in the higher FMA-UE score region 
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Figure 4.17: Fitted curve for clinical assessment FMA-UE related to Mean Entropy. The 

shaded region shows sEMG Mean Entropy is sensitive to sensorimotor status in the 

higher FMA-UE score region.  

The mean EEG signal was calculated for channels CF3, CF4, C3, C4, CP3, CP4, 

P3, P4, and PZ for the high beta wave range (16 - 24Hz), and the results showed that 

EEG activity could be predicted from the clinical assessment FMA-UE by following the 

formula from linear model 3rd degree polynomial with coefficients (with 95% confidence 

bounds) 𝑅2 = 0.965636: 

 

f(x) = (3.157𝑒−15 ∗ 𝑥2 −  2.757𝑒−13 ∗ 𝑥 + 6.013𝑒−12)    

 

The fitted curve for the parameter FMA-UE and EEG activity is shown in Figure 

4.18. As above, the shaded region shows EEG spectral density is sensitive to 

sensorimotor status in the higher FMA-UE score region. 
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Figure 4.18: Fitted curve representing the relationship between the EEG signal and the 

FMA-UE scale. The shaded region shows EEG spectral density is sensitive to 

sensorimotor status s in the higher FMA-UE score region.  

 

Discussion 

This paper describes the development and validation of a new EMG-based 

adaptive AAN algorithm that adapts to user requirements in real-time based on 

performance and sEMG entropy, providing assistance and resistance as needed to 

improve robot-assisted rehabilitation for the post-stroke population. To date, no study has 

done a comprehensive analysis to validate the sensitivity of an aAAN algorithm and 

method for delivering upper-extremity rehab training to patients with chronic hemiplegia 

post-stroke.  
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The algorithm developed in this study used an online adaptive control system 

based on physiological measures, specifically intending, to avoid slacking behavior and 

improve engagement during training. The robot was used to assist and challenge the 

patient during treatment, keeping them engaged throughout the entire training. To better 

understand the potential of this new method to impact people with stroke, we first 

compared sEMG and EEG between the robot off and on states to test whether training 

with the aAAN algorithm increases peripheral and central activity, respectively, and; we 

evaluated how sensitive the performance and electrophysiological outcome measures 

were to the user’s sensorimotor status. 

Overall, the behavior of the system and how it challenged participants based on 

their sensorimotor status (as shown in Figure 4.6) was consistent with results presented 

by Krebs et al. (28) and Benitez (4). Although our sample size was small, based on these 

findings, we are confident the post-stroke sample we recruited represented a sufficiently 

broad range to evaluate the behavior of the new aAAN algorithm. 

Results of research questions 1 and 2 showed us that we achieved the aim of 

avoiding slacking by providing a challenge at all times, which can be seen in Figure 4.7 

where the muscle activity increased during training (robot on) when compared to the 

baseline (robot off) even for the subject with a low FMA-UE score, showing that the 

slacking behavior is not happening even when the robot is assisting the subject as 

expected. This contradicts the results presented by Dipietro et al. (29), where the sEMG 

signal was also used to trigger the robot, and their results showed that when the robot was 

on, the sEMG amplitude reduced for all subjects. The authors explain this decrease in 

sEMG as a validation that their robot was assisting the subject in completing the task, but 
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it also indicates that slacking might occur. In contrast, our results showed that slacking 

never occurred (see Figure 4.8) when the robot was assisting, which was accomplished 

by the algorithm adding sufficient challenge when performance was good. 

Another relevant finding was that higher brain activity was observed during 

training for some subjects (Figure 4.9), which is expected when more effort is required 

from the participant (13, 14, 17). Although there was only a small change for some 

subjects, resulting in a statistically insignificant difference, the trend was increasing. This 

represents that the participant had to do more work when the robot was on, which may 

infer that the robot's use increases the engagement needed from the subject, potentially 

improving neuroplasticity in the long term.  

Research questions 3 through 5 showed there was a strong relationship between 

sensorimotor status and measurement outcomes, but the relationship was not a simple 

straight-line linear relationship; rather, it was always a higher-order equation that best fit 

the data, as seen in Figures 4.10 through 4.14. The curves' shapes were particularly 

revealing in terms of what might be expected as sensorimotor status improves with 

continued training. 

Performance parameters P1norm (Fig. 4.10) and P2norm (Fig. 4.11) were more 

sensitive to change in participants with lower FMA-UE scores, suggesting that these 

parameters may be more important to monitor subjects with more severe limitations at an 

earlier stage of motor recovery. Conversely, the results for velocity (Fig. 4.12), mean 

sEMG entropy (Fig. 4.13), and EEG spectral density (Fig. 4.14) showed that these 

outcomes were more sensitive to change in participants with higher sensorimotor status. 
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Based on these findings, it may be hypothesized that participants with lower sensorimotor 

status may be expected to improve more in their performance measures before showing 

significant changes in muscle and brain activity during a longitudinal study of repeated 

training sessions. On the other hand, participants with higher sensorimotor status would 

have little performance improvement (already performing quite well). Still, they would 

show higher muscle and brain activity changes due to the increased challenge introduced 

by the aAAN algorithm for these patients. Future studies will be needed to verify if the 

novel control system can accelerate motor recovery over time. 

Conclusion 

This paper presented a new EMG-based adaptive AAN algorithm that was tested 

in five subjects with stroke across a range of FMA-UE scores from low UE sensory-

motor function to high UE sensory-motor function during one session. A comprehensive 

analysis was performed to understand the algorithm's effectiveness regarding the brain, 

muscle activity, and performance improvement. Unlike other adaptive AAN algorithms, 

this new algorithm adapts in real time to the participant’s needs based on their 

performance and sEMG entropy, providing assistance and resistance as needed. The 

preliminary results were very promising; slacking was avoided for all participants during 

training with the aAAN controller. The system's sensitivity made sense from a motor 

learning perspective that the clinician can exploit to direct and monitor rehabilitation 

progress. Future studies with a larger sample size will be necessary to confirm the 

effectiveness of the new algorithm. Moreover, a complete treatment should be 
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accomplished with weekly training sessions for a long period to understand the effects of 

the use of this new algorithm on a long-term basis.  
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Abstract 

Stroke affects a large portion of the senior population worldwide, and rehabilitation 

therapy plays an important role in assisting these individuals in regaining function. 

According to the World Health Organization, 15 million people suffer stroke worldwide 

each year.  It is estimated that 50-95% of people with stroke undergo some form of 

rehabilitation to regain upper extremity (UE) mobility and strength. Recent research has 

shown that the use of robotic devices for rehabilitation can be effective and possibly 

provide faster recovery. However, robot-assisted therapies are also susceptible to 

“slacking”. This term is used to describe when the robot is driving the patient’s 

movements without the user performing any physical effort. In this situation, the motor 

learning process can be impeded, thus reducing robotic rehabilitation's effectiveness. 

Thus, this paper proposes a new robot-assisted training program that integrates sensors 

such as surface electromyography (sEMG) and a haptic system to provide a patient-

cooperative non-slacking robotic-assisted therapy for upper extremity motor function 
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impaired subjects. It is also a comprehensive assessment to understand the new program's 

effectiveness by assessing the user’s sEMG, performance parameter variables, and brain 

activity using electroencephalogram (EEG) and Near-InfraRed Spectroscopy (NIRS) 

during a novel robot-assisted training program. The preliminary results presented here are 

promising and suggest a larger randomized controlled study with a longer treatment 

period to confirm the new training program's clinical efficacy is warranted. 

Introduction 

While great strides in surgical and drug treatments for the cerebral vascular 

accident (more commonly called stroke) have greatly improved survival (1,2), there is a 

growing need for innovative treatments for improving function and quality of life post-

stroke. Indeed, for decades researchers have been focusing on discovering such 

treatments for stroke survivors (1,3). Recent studies have shown that the use of robot-

assisted therapies can positively impact the rehabilitation process's effectiveness and 

efficiency (1-12). The use of robots may also help to understand the process of recovery 

since it can quantify the progress of the patient during the rehabilitation treatment (3-8).  

Despite these advances, important limitations in robot-assisted therapy persist. 

The “Slacking Hypothesis,” first used by Emken et al. (13), suggests that a robotic device 

might hinder recovery if it leads to a decrease in motor output, effort, energy 

consumption, and/or attention during training. Several recent studies have developed 

assisted-as-needed (AAN) algorithm using different techniques to overcome this 

drawback (2-4, 7-11, 13-17). Some examples are: impedance-based techniques that allow 

the user to attempt a movement without any robotic guidance and only provides 
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assistance after a velocity or force variable reaches a threshold (8,11,14,19); and most 

recently; performed-based systems that are triggered via speed, time, and sEMG (15-25). 

Although promising, it is currently unknown to what extent these techniques induce 

changes at the cortical level. None of these studies present a comprehensive assessment 

of the effects of robot-assisted training in brain activity compared to performance and 

muscle activity. 

This research aims to present and assess the effects of the novel hybrid 

(performance/EMG-based) algorithm AAN in a one-month robot-assisted rehabilitation. 

In a previous paper, we described how this hybrid system operates and the results of a 

comprehensive analysis performed to evaluate this system's efficiency in five subjects 

with stroke with varying levels of impairment. That work showed that during a single 

training session, improvement in performance, muscle activity, and brain activity were 

interdependent and moderated by the patient’s sensorimotor status measured with the 

Fugl-Myer scale. 

To understand the effectiveness of the proposed training program, in this paper, 

we conducted a comprehensive case analysis of performance (velocity, time, etc.), 

peripheral control (muscle), and central control (brain) activity, during repeated training 

sessions over one month period of treatment, in two participants with different 

sensorimotor status. This paper aimed to understand the time course of treatment effects 

better when patients of differing sensorimotor status are repeatedly exposed to the 

treatment. The specific research questions were as follows: 

1. Does the performance parameter improve over time and when training with the 

aAAN algorithm? 
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2. Does the overall sEMG entropy amplitude of UE muscles increase over time when 

training with the AAN algorithm? 

3. Does the overall EEG power density increase over time when training with the AAN 

algorithm? 

4. Does the overall O2Hb measured by NIRS increase over time when training with the 

AAN algorithm? 

Methods 

Two participants with chronic hemiparesis were assigned to a one-month 

rehabilitation treatment using the novel robot-assisted training system. One participant 

was higher functioning (FMA-UE=65), and one was lower functioning (FMA-UE=40). 

Changes in performance metrics, muscle sEMG signal, and brain activity using NIRS and 

EEG were examined at three-time points during one month of training (first session, mid-

session, and last session).  

Based on our previous work (see Chapter 4), we hypothesize that the lower 

functioning participant will have greater improvement in performance parameters 

compared to the higher functioning participant, but that the higher functioning participant 

will have a bigger improvement in EMG and brain activity (EEG and NIRS) compared to 

the lower functioning participant.  

Training Program and Instrumentation 

The training program developed in this study consists of a patient-cooperative 

non-slacking (assist-as-need) controller that integrates surface electromyography (sEMG) 
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and a haptic system to provide a robotic-assisted therapy to facilitate and accelerate upper 

extremity motor function recovery of patients with neurological injury. Functional near 

infra-red spectrometry (fNIRS) and electroencephalography (EEG) systems were used to 

quantify changes at the arm function's cortical level. The novel algorithm for delivering 

this training program is described elsewhere (see Chapter 4).  

Briefly, the robot used to implement this new training program was a haptic 

robotic device (PHANTOM 3.0, SensAble technologies) that was programmed to provide 

assistance and resistance torques depending on the user's necessity. The robot records all 

the user’s movements, and a haptic device can also give the user force feedback, such as 

the sensation of touch, so they know when the target is reached. 

  This study's sEMG system was the Trigno™ Wireless EMG (Delsys, Inc., Natick, 

Massachusetts) with 16 active wireless sensors and an sEMG signal range of ±5V and an 

effective gain of 909V/V ±5%. It also has an active analog bandpass filter between 10– 

500Hz, 160dB/Dec. Figure 5.1 shows the electrode position on the biceps, triceps, 

pectorallis major, posterior, anterior, and middle deltoid. 
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Figure 5.1: Electrode placement on the muscles: biceps, pectoralis major, triceps, middle, 

anterior and posterior portion of the deltoid. 

 

For the assessment of the brain activity, functional near infra-red spectrometry 

(fNIRS) and electroencephalography (EEG) from Artinis (Artinis Medical Systems, 

Einsteinweg, The Netherlands), Figure 5.2, was used throughout every session (i.e., 

during rest, baseline testing, and active training with the robot). The EEG and NIRS 

system can simultaneously measure electrical potentials in brain tissue and changes in 

brain tissue oxygenation and blood volume, respectively. It has 112 channels fNIRS and 

128 channels EEG for full head coverage.  
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Figure 5.2: Subject wearing the NIRS and EEG system during robot-assisted 

training 

 

Participants  

Two subjects with stroke participated in this study for eight sessions with a 

training intensity of 2 sessions/week for a month. They presented a Fugl-Meyer score of 

40 and 65 and spasticity index (1-10) score of 3.5 and 1 respectfully. Although both 

participants were right-handed, training was applied to the affected extremity; the first 

participant had their left arm/hand affected by the stroke, and the other had their right 

arm/hand affected. Both participants provided written informed consent after a full 

explanation of the research and the experiment. 
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Experiment 

 The participants were seated comfortably on an adjustable chair with an 

interactive table-top in front of them where letters appear as targets to reach, as shown in 

Figure 5.3. The letters appeared in different arrangements with an interval of 60 seconds 

between the arrangements. During this interval, the participant was asked to close their 

eyes and rest their arms on the table. For the first (baseline) session, the robot was off 

(not providing any assistance or resistance), allowing us to quantify the participant’s level 

of difficulty in completing the task. The assistance and resistance levels were then 

automatically set by the algorithm based on their performance parameters (velocity and 

range of motion) and the amount of muscle activity measured during the baseline session. 

The next five sessions were active training sessions where the robot provided assistance 

as needed or resistance to challenge the participant and keep them engaged. This 

procedure was repeated for each of the participant’s training visits.  
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Figure 5.3: Subject seated on the adjustable chair holding the robotic arm with arm 

resting on the interactive table. 

Algorithm Workflow and Metrics 

Details of the algorithm can be found elsewhere (Chapter 4). Briefly, the robot 

was only activated if there was muscle activity detected – assisting when insufficient 

motion resulted and resisting when normal motion resulted. To make these decisions, the 

algorithm used the sEMG signal's entropy from the three deltoid electrodes. The rationale 

for using the entropy of the sEMG signal was due to the fact that the sEMG signal from 

stroke survivors often presents with a spiked background that can be confused as muscle 

activation when based only on the amplitude of the signal. The equation used to calculate 

the entropy is as follows: 

 

𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝐸𝑛(𝑥, 𝑚, 𝑟) =  −𝑙𝑛(
𝐴𝑚(𝑟)

𝐵𝑚(𝑟)
)  
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where B(r) is the probability of two sequences matching for m points, which is calculated 

by counting the average number of vector pairs that the distance is lower than the 

tolerance r and where A(r) is an embedding dimension of m+1. 

The amount of assistance or resistance provided was based on the velocity of the 

movement, the sEMG signal, and the range of motion capability of the participant.  

 

In terms of performance metrics, these were calculated as follows: 

 

 In addition to that, two performance parameters were calculated as follows: 

𝑃1 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑𝑖 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 𝑑𝑖 =  √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)2 +  (𝑦 −  𝑦𝑖)2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

where (𝑥, 𝑦) is the target position and (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is the handle position, and N the number of 

samples. 𝑃1 represents the summation of the distance between the PHANTOM handle 

and the target along the trajectory, therefore this equation represents the average 

deviation from the trajectory measured.   

The second performance parameter is the root-mean-square deviation along with 

the normal distance to the target axis measured as following: 

𝑃2 =  √
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑𝑛𝑖

2 

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 𝑑𝑛𝑖 =  
|(𝑦𝑏 − 𝑦𝑎)𝑥𝑖 − (𝑥𝑏 −  𝑥𝑎)𝑦𝑖 +  𝑥𝑏𝑦𝑎 −  𝑦𝑏𝑥𝑎|

√(𝑦𝑏 −  𝑦𝑎)2 + (𝑥𝑏 −  𝑥𝑎)2
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where 𝑑𝑛𝑖 is the normal distance to the target axis as defined above. The coordinates 

(𝑥𝑎 , 𝑦𝑎) represent the position the letter of origin, (𝑥𝑏, 𝑦𝑏) is the coordinates for the target 

letter and (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is the handle position. 

Data analysis 

The performance parameters, sEMG, EEG, and fNIRS were analyzed for both 

subjects' first, middle and last session. Performance and sEMG processing was described 

in detail elsewhere (see Chapter 4). 

The functional brain activation related to the motor activation is associated with 

various event-related changes in EEG spectra. EEG activity over the premotor and 

primary sensorimotor areas (SM1) typically decreases in power during motor tasks and 

produces an event-related desynchronization (ERD) phenomenon (22). Moreover, the 

finalization of the movement is represented by the rapid recovery of beta activity (beta 

synchronization), so-called event-related synchronization (ERS) (26). A mean of the 

brain's overall beta activity was used to determine if there was an increase in brain 

activity with time.  

fNIRS is a brain mapping technique that shows the hemodynamic changes in the 

brain regions where the increase in oxygenated hemoglobin volume represents an 

increase of brain activity (27-30). The variables analyzed from the fNIRS data was the 

overall changes in cerebral blood volume (CBV) and the cerebral oxygenation volume 

(COV) (27, 28, 30). The fNIRS signal was band-pass filtered from 0.01 to 0.1Hz; this 

frequency of range captures the hemodynamic response changes. Epochs of interest were 
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then defined and separated into activity and rest, and the average was computed for each 

condition.  

Results  

Research question 1 asked if training performance improves over time when using 

the aAAN algorithm. Results for the performance parameters (P1 and P2) are shown in 

Figure 5.4 for subjects one (S1) and two (S2), which are low and high functioning 

respectfully. The data show training (robot on) minus baseline (robot off). A decrease in 

P1 and P2 represents an increase in performance. 

 

Figure 5.4: Graphs of the average of P1 and P2 for the three points in time during the one 

month of treatment for low functioning subject S1 and high functioning subject S2. 

 It can be seen in Figure 5.4 that although performance improved over time for 

both participants, it was more evident in the lower functioning participant (S1) than in, 

the higher functioning participant (S2). S1 improved P1 and P2 by 33% and 47%, 
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respectively, whereas S2 improved in P1 and P2 by 18% and 9%, respectively. All values 

were positive, suggesting that task performance decreased when the robot was active, 

which is consistent with challenging the participant. The higher overall values for S2 are 

due to the additional challenge introduced by the aAAN algorithm during training. 

Research question 2 asked if mean sEMG entropy increases over time when 

training with the aAAN algorithm. The mean sEMG is shown in Figure 5.5 for three 

different points as a robot on (training) minus robot off (baseline), for the low functioning 

participant (S1) and high functioning participant (S2).  

 

Figure 5.5: The overall sEMG entropy means of S1 (left) and S2 (right). 

 

There are two important findings here. First, the higher functioning participant 

had a greater increase in sEMG entropy relative to baseline than did the lower 

functioning participant, which agrees with our prediction based on findings (from 

Chapter 4). Second, the sEMG entropy was positive for S2, meaning the session training 

sEMG was always greater than the session baseline sEMG at all the time points. S1 only 
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showed greater effort in the last session, which again agrees with the sensitivity analysis 

in Chapter 4. 

 Research question 3 asked if EEG activity increases with time when training with 

the aAAN algorithm. The mean EEG signal for low and high functioning participants, S1 

and S2, respectively, for the three points in time, are shown in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6: Overall mean EEG from S1 and S2 for first, middle and last sessions. 

 

 Mean EEG increased for both S1 and S2 over the course of treatment. Although 

expected for the higher functioning participant, it was not predicted that S1 would exhibit 

a larger increase, suggesting the aAAN algorithm was adding more challenge and 

keeping the participant engaged. 

 Finally, research question 4 asked if participants’ oxygenated hemoglobin levels 

increase over time when training with the aAAN algorithm. Figure 5.7 shows a mapping 

of brain activity during training and baseline during a reaching movement.  
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 S2- FMA-UE 65 S1- FMA-UE 40 
 

 Baseline Training Baseline Training 

 

T1 

    

T2 

    

T3 

    

 

Figure 5.7: Mapping oxygenation distribution in the brain from subject S1 and S2 during 

baseline and training. 

 

The mean O2Hb for each subject for the three-time points is shown in Figure 5.8. 

Mean O2Hb increased over time, with S2 showing a more consistent increase with 

continued training compared to S1. The overall higher values for S1 reflect this 

participant’s relatively lower resting O2Hb, which is subtracted from both the baseline 

and training session data. 
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Figure 5.8: Overall O2Hb mean for first, middle, and last session for subjects S1 and S2. 

 

Discussion 

Stroke is a leading cause of disability in older adults, and many stroke survivors 

require extensive rehabilitation to regain a modest function of the affected limbs. Robot-

assisted therapy offers an efficient and effective approach to delivering rehabilitation but 

represents a particularly challenging problem; how to assist the patient when help is 

needed to initiate movements yet not help so much that slacking occurs and challenge the 

patient to avoid disengagement when the task becomes too easy. This study provides 

proof of concept that a novel EMG-based adaptive AAN algorithm can be used to 

achieve gains in the expected directions with respect to performance and sEMG activity, 

and to our knowledge, is the first to include measures of cortical activity as an outcome 

measure used to evaluate an AAN robot controller for UE training. 
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Several findings from this study lend support to the hypothesis that the robot-

assisted control system proposed here has the potential to improve UE function. We can 

see that both subjects in this study had a consistent improvement in performance 

parameters P1 and P2 between their first and last session, showing their performance 

improved during training. Furthermore, the improvement was more substantial for S1 

compared S2; this stands to reason since the FMA-UE score for S1 was much lower than 

for S2, suggesting there was more room for improvement for S1. This agrees with results 

from our previous study (see Chapter 4), which showed P1 and P2 were more sensitive to 

sensorimotor status in the lower FMA-UE score region. These results are also 

corroborated by a study by Colombo et al. (22), where subjects with stroke participated in 

robot-assisted therapy for three weeks, however, with a more intensive approach (2 

sessions/day x 5 days/week). The results demonstrated that the treatment's intensity 

produced as high an impact as a longer, less intensive treatment by Reinkensmeyer et al., 

(18).   

The overall sEMG entropy mean also increased for both subjects between the first 

and last session, as shown in Figure 5.5.  For S1, with a low FMA-UE score of 40, the 

lower overall mean may have been due to fatigue, as the subject reported being tired 

during some sessions, similar to other studies (15,17,20). Interestingly, by the last 

session, S1 had a greater overall mean sEMG entropy during session training (robot on) 

versus session baseline (robot off), showing that the robot was starting to challenge this 

participant due to their performance improvement. Conversely, S2, with a higher FMA-

UE score of 65, conversely, always had higher sEMG activity during training compared 
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to baseline and had bigger changes in sEMG entropy over time, showing that the robot 

was increasingly having to challenge this participant.  

An overall increase in brain activity can also be observed on the mean EEG 

signal, beta wave when comparing the first and last session. Figure 5.6 shows the 

increase in activation for S1 and S2 for the first, middle, and last sessions. These findings 

are consistent with evidence that changes within the beta wave 16-24Khz band indicate 

increased attentional load, showing that both participants were being challenged by the 

robot training (8,13,17,27,29). It may be that S1’s attentional load was being increased by 

a desire to improve their reaching performance (smoothness and accuracy), whereas S2’s 

attentional load was overcoming the additional challenges (resistance forces) being 

introduced by the robot. 

Unfortunately, due to the cap's size, we had some issues with noise when 

collecting the fNIRS data from S1, and only a few sensors could be used for analysis. For 

S2, we were able to analyze a higher number of sensors.  

It is expected that the brain activity increases when the robot is on and also by the 

end of the third session (28,29). In Figure 5.7, we can see that for S2, for the first session, 

the brain activation is higher during the treatment phase than during baseline; however, 

this pattern changes over time. By the last session, as shown by Figure 5.8, by the last 

session we can see that there is a higher oxygenation representing higher brain activity 

than the first session, and also the brain activation is higher in the training phase than in 

the baseline phase (positive values). A similar pattern is seen for S1, although with fewer 

sensors, the analyses of the total brain activity were not possible. Importantly, the 
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changes seen in Figure 5.8 would indicate that the robot training was increasing the 

volume of oxygenated hemoglobin in proportion to sensorimotor status. 

 

Conclusion 

This paper presents a novel method used in robot-assisted rehabilitation in order to 

improve performance in individuals who suffered a stroke. The robot’s algorithms were 

based on performance parameters and muscle activity to interpret the subject’s volition to 

move and assist only as needed to avoid slacking. A comprehensive analysis of the 

individual’s performance, muscle, and brain activity was completed to understand this 

novel method's efficacy during one month of robot-assisted training. The results of this 

study are promising. This method's use leads to an increase in performance, muscle 

activity, and brain activity when using the robot. Results suggest that a longer period of 

treatment and a higher intensity would have led to an even greater improvement not only 

in performance and muscle effort but in cortical activity, suggesting the proposed system 

has the potential to induce neuroplastic changes that can translate into improved 

functional outcomes for people with stroke, even years after the stroke injury. This work 

provides a sound scientific rationale for conducting a full-scale clinical trial to test the 

algorithm’s rehabilitation efficacy in both the acute and chronic phases of stroke 

recovery. 
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6. Discussion  

The process of the development and validation can be seen throughout the three 

papers presented. The first paper, chapter 3, compares studies published in the past few 

years that used AAN algorithms and, based on this information, identify the essential 

requirements that were later used in the development of an effective algorithm for robot-

assisted training such as the robot shall provide enough force to allow subjects to 

complete the task a task and motivate them but, at the same time, contribute as minimally 

as possible to avoid the slacking effect (1-4); the system shall adapt to the patient’s needs 

by, for example, reducing the assistance and increasing the challenge as the user’s 

performance improves (5 -13); training should be non-monotonic in order to be more 

engaging (4, 14) and; recording performance parameters, muscle activity, and brain 

activity during the rehabilitation process are of paramount importance in understanding 

the effectiveness of the robot-assisted therapy approach (15-17). 

 A novel adaptive AAN was then developed and validated, see Chapter 4, 

following the requirements presented in Chapter 3. This novel algorithm adapts to the 

patient’s need by assisting or resisting as needed and recorded performance parameters, 

muscle activity, and brain activity during the rehabilitation process. This approach 

follows a method called challenge point frame (28). This method states that the learning 

process is influenced by the information available during performance and the ability of 

the learner to use this information. This means that too much or too little information may 
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have a negative impact in the motor learning. This information in our study is shown as 

the assistance/ or challenge changing as the performance improve. Both challenge and 

assistance are based on the user’s limitations and progress. This way we can control that 

there is not too much challenge or too much assistance during the training rehabilitation. 

Only enough amount for the subject to keep improving. 

The algorithm was implemented in a haptic device and tested in five post-stroke 

subjects with different impairment levels.  The recorded information was analyzed and 

used to preliminary validate this algorithm. To our best knowledge, no study had 

accomplished a comprehensive analysis to validate the sensitivity of an aAAN algorithm 

like the one presented in this thesis. Looking into each analysis separately, this chapter's 

results consisted of results presented by previous papers (18-23).  

A second phase to understand the impact of using this new algorithm in a long-

term treatment was accomplished in two patients who participated in the study for one 

month (repeated sessions 2x/week), as presented in Chapter 5. This chapter's results 

demonstrated that longer period of treatment with a high intensity can lead to a greater 

improvement in performance, muscle effort, and cortical activity. In other words, induced 

neuroplastic changes might lead to improved post-stroke patients' outcomes, which 

corroborates with other similar long-term studies (24-27). The information recorded 

during this process was also used in the preliminary validation of the novel algorithm. It 

led us to believe that the robot-assisted control system proposed has the potential to 

improve UE function. 
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7. Conclusion 

7.1 The Big Picture 

The robot-assisted therapy field is rapidly evolving, but questions about 

effectiveness remain. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the robot may help too little, resulting 

in a lack of engagement, or may help too much, leading to slacking behavior, both of 

which can impede motor recovery. Therefore, the robot must operate in an optimal zone, 

where presumably a trained therapist would operate. In this zone, the robot’s capacity to 

provide high-intensity training can be exploited.  

 

Figure 6.1: Conceptual model of the optimal operating zone of a robot-assisted 

rehabilitation system. 

Results of the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5 suggest the proposed EMG-

based adaptive AAN algorithm can operate in this optimal zone. We also demonstrate 
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that detailed monitoring of the subject’s progress, including muscle and brain activity, is 

crucial to understanding the potential for promoting neuroplastic processes in people with 

stroke.  

Although we show in Chapters 2 and 3 that AAN algorithms have been used for 

some time in robot-assisted systems, most studies do not utilize an online adaptation of 

the control system based on physiological measurements, which may decrease the 

slacking behavior by introducing challenges. To date, no study has done a comprehensive 

analysis to understand both the peripheral (muscle) and central (brain) effects of such an 

algorithm integrated with a training program utilized with people with stroke.  

7.2 Main Conclusions 

We were able to successfully answer the research questions raised at the 

beginning of this thesis. In this research, we identified the positive and negative aspects 

of existing AAN algorithms. We established the requirements to develop a novel 

improved adaptive AAN algorithm that overcomes the robot-assisted rehabilitation field's 

drawbacks. A novel adaptive AAN algorithm was developed and preliminarily validated, 

assessing this novel algorithm's effects during 30 days of robot-assisted rehabilitation 

training. 

 We determined that subjects’ performance parameters during robot-assisted 

training are sensitive to change in lower functioning participants and confirmed this in a 

case study analysis. We also determined that overall mean sEMG entropy duration and 

amplitude not only increased when training with the aAAN algorithm but increased over 

time, especially for higher functioning persons as predicted by the sensitivity analysis. 
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Contrary to our predictions from the sensitivity analysis, case study analysis of both low 

and high functioning participants showed an increase in EEG power density over time, 

suggesting that training with the aAAN algorithm engages the participant regardless of 

their sensorimotor status. Finally, we showed that overall O2Hb increased during training 

with the aAAN algorithm, providing further evidence that the training program was 

exercising the brain. 

These results are promising and provide proof of concept that using this novel 

training method can reduce slacking and increase the attentional load, both of which are 

necessary to optimize the patient’s rehabilitation program. Future research with a longer-

term treatment and a larger sample size is needed to determine the efficacy of using 

robotic therapy for post-stroke rehabilitation.  

These promising results were only possible due to the interdisciplinary approach 

used in this study. For this study to be possible, not only engineers were involved but also 

occupational therapies and physicians. The interaction between the health and 

engineering areas was crucial to make this study possible. 

7.3 Impact of COVID-19 

It should be noted that the original experimental design was to recruit 10 

participants who would attend up to 20 training sessions. Shortly after recruiting the 5th 

participant, the University of New Brunswick shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

At this time, only two participants had sufficient training sessions for the longitudinal 

analysis. Indeed, the biggest limitations of this thesis are the small sample size and short-

term training period. Despite these limitations, however, this thesis has achieved its aim 
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of demonstrating proof of concept that the proposed approach has the potential to 

improve functional outcomes in people with stroke. 

7.4 Challenges 

This study faced many challenges other than being interrupted because of the 

COVID-19 epidemic situation. First, it is always a challenge to find the appropriate 

population to participate in studies, mainly in clinical population. The population with 

stroke has already many daily challenges like, locomotion, understanding commends, 

they are usually an elderly population and so one. We tried to make the training as 

comfortable as possible for them, however, the use of a very tight cap with a lot of 

sensors (EEG, NIRS) made the data collection more difficult for them and harder to 

collect good quality data. Due to that, we had to exclude a lot of noise data which let us 

with a smaller number of channels of EEG and NIRS to analyse. We also had to make the 

sessions as short as possible and had an occupational therapist present to make sure they 

were comfortable during the entire procedures.  
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Appendix I 

Arm-A Questionnaire 
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Appendix II 

Fugl-Meyer scale 
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Appendix III 

Ashworth scale 
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